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Woman House provides
refuge for victims of
battering, sexual abuse.
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Student Government
passes resolution
limiting alcohol use
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Quarter-based
planning ends

Art adventure

by Frank Rajkowski
News editor

by Jeff Mansager
Assistant news editor

Student Government passed an alcohol
responsibility resolution Thursday evening which
will require SCS delegates to act responsibly
while conducting university business at
Minnesota State University Student Association
conferences.
The resolution, which was first introduced in ·
the March 14 meeting and revised by the Student
Services Committee, will require delegates unable ·
to attend regularly-scheduled MSUSA meetings,
due to the overindulgence of alcohol, pay MSUSA
for the portions of the meeting which were
missed.
This resolution also requires delegates to sign
an agreement stating they understand
the
consequences of this policy, and if they are found
in violation of the policy, they shall be brought
before Judicial Council for a possible suspension
from Student Government activities.
"Student Government has to enforce to
members that go on MSUSA trips that they act
responsibly," said John Root, Student Services
Committee chairman.
President John Skoog said the problem with
alcohol at MSUSA conferences has been talked
about for a long time, but the last conference in
Mankato was what really got the issue going.
Michael Arulfo, chairman of the Cultural
Diversity Committee, said people will finally take
this problem seriously.
"It's no secret that the drinking problem has
existed with MSUSA for quite some tii:ne," Arulfo
said. "You would like to believe that students that
go to ·the conferences are generally the more
responsible type, but the sad truth is there are
always individuals that aren't responsible."
During the debate on this issue, some of the
members of Student Government disagreed with
the resolution, because it does not limit the
liability of the person responsible for the delegates
if an accident were to happen due to alcohol.
Skoog disagreed.
'This does limit liability, in the fact that, it
raises the attention to those attending the MSUSA
conferences that we're not going to put up with
this (behavior), and they will be held responsible
for what they do," Skoog said.
Student Government did make some
amendments to the resolution, eliminating any
mention of underage drinking in the resolution,
and the resolution would not prohibit any drinking
by delegates after the meetings are over.
In other news, Vice President Tim Flanigan
introduced a change in agenda format for the
Student Government meetings. The change would
move new and old business up in the meeting, so
it would be more assessable for students because
they would not have to stay as long.
Two new senators were also elected. Derek
Muthart and Margaret Schwartz, seniors, were
elected to Studr!nt Government.
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Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor

Helen Vos, freshman, copies a fruit sculpture for her Art 130
class Saturday afternoon In Kiehle Hall.

Friday marked the final day
faculty at SCS could submit
new quarter-based curriculum.
A moratorium on new
submissions will be in place
until after the switch from
quarters to semestCrs is
completed in the fall of 1998.
The
moratorium
was
approved by the Semester
Conversion
Steering
Committee on March 18 in an
effort to free up various
departments,
faculty
committees and the Office of
Academic Affairs to work on
smoothly completing the switch
to semesters.
There will be exceptions to
the new rule including those
curriculum proposals already
submitted,
but
not
yet
approved, and other need-based
situations, said Lin Holder,
associate vice president for
academic affairs.
"If it's
an emergency
situation, we'll take care of it,"
Holder said.
Some departments are further
along than others when it comes
to planning for. the switch to
semesters, Holder said.
"Some · departments are
basically done and some will
take a little longer," she said.
See Semesters/Page 6

Health fair promotes healthy lifestyles
by Michael R. Koehler
Editor
Students can gauge their state of
well-being at the Eighth Annual SCS
Health Fair_from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Wednesday in the Atwood Ballroom.
This year's health fair is titled
"Just for the Health ·of It." Twentynine organizations are scheduled to
help attendees assess their health
and fitness. Health assessments
include free:
0 Blood pressure check
Q Vision testing
0 Body composition
0 Height/weight check
0 Health evaluation
Senior Beth Curro is an· intern
whose task is to plan the health fair.
She and several Student Health
Assessment
Promotions
and
Education Services peer educators
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planned the event.
"It's been quite a bit of work,"
Curro said. "My internship ha·s been
over winter and spring quarters. A
lot of the planning was done winter
quarter. Most of what I have been
doing in the last two weeks has been
the last-minute planning."
A new feature of the this year's
health fair includes speakers on
various
health-related
topics.
Feedback from students suggested
speakers would be an improvement
over previous health fairs, Curro
said:
The topic presentations by
speakers in the South Glacier Room
include: "Empathy Belly" from 1010:40 a.m.; "Sexual Violence" from
11 -11:40 a.m.; "Loving Stress" from
12- 12:40
p.m.;
"Weight
Management" from 1-1 :40 p.m. and
"'ti! Help Arrives" from 2-2:40 p.m.
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In the North Glacier Room, topic
presentations include: "Exercise
from 10-10:40 a.m.; "Seat Belt Use"
from 11-11:40 p.m.; "Ergonomics"
from 12-12:40 p.m.; "Fitness
Opportunities at SCS" from 1-1 :40
p.m. and "AIDS" from 2-2:40 p.m.
Response from potential speakers
was so good Curro said she had to
reserve two rooms in Atwood
Memorial Center. Others had to be
turned away as space and time slots
filled up.
"We got a really good response,"
she said. "I hope we get a lot of
response from students."
A performance by the SCS Dance
Team is scheduled for noon on the
Atwood Ballroom stage. Free
Aerobics classes are planned from
IO a.m. to 2:50 J).m. in Conference
Room A.
See Health/Page 6
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EMS team serves SCS, offers job skills
by Pat Christman
Assistant photo editor
You are eagerly watching the puck skid
along the ice among hundreds of
screaming fans at a SCS hockey game. You
lean down to take a drink of your pop, and
as you look µp-smack!
You are greeted by that familiar lump of
black rubber-right in the nose. When the
stars clear, you are looking into the eyes of
a member of the SCS Emergency Medical
Services team, who is carefully examining
your sore schnoz.
The EMS team is a universitysponsored club that works at large,
university-sponsored events and was
started five years ago, said Harold Risk.
the team's faculty adviser. It was created ill
response to the sports recreation
department's need for help at events such
as football and hockey games. and
graduation ceremonies.
'The students fonned it to find out more
about emergency medicine," Risk said. "It
also adds professionalism."
In order to be a member of the team, a
person must have taken two courses at
SCS, or thefr equivalent at another
university, to be certified as an emergency
medical technician (EMT), said Shawn
Krause, president of the EMS team. The
courses offered at SCS are: HEfS 395,
Crash Injury Management and HETS 406.
Final certification involves lab work and
observation at the St. Cloud Hospital's
emergency room, Risk said.
Members of the team keep their skills
up-to-date by taking a IOO•hour EMT
refresher course every two years. The
course involves reViewing old techniques
and updating their knowledge of new ones,
Krause said. Members of the team usually
station_ themselves at specific places
during an event with their equipment
(radio, equipment bag and oxygen tank),
and use radios to keep in contact with

University Public Safety and the courtesy
staff at an event, who act as a second se_tof
eyes for the team, Risk said. The weight
trainers at sports events also have cellular
phones. "We can call police, fire or
ambulance if needed," Risk said.
An event at graduation two years ago
showed the importance of having EMfs
on-site. During winter graduation in 1994,
Risk was called upon to help a grandfather
who was having chest pains. "I was in my
cap and gown grabbing cardiac care
equipment to treat him," he said.
About the time Murphy Ambulance
· came to assist Risk, he was tapped on the
shoulder by a University Public Safety
officer who needed his help with another
grandparent who was having chest pains.
"We took care of everything, moved them
out, and graduation went on," Risk said.
Neither one needed CPR, and both were
fine, he said.
The goal of the team is to gain real-life
experience and the ability to practice their
skills outside the lab, Risk said. "They get
to practice what they're taught. They're
actually being EMTs," he said. "We
provide a good feeling for those that come
on campus that their emergency needs can
be cared for."
Building confidence is another
important pan of the team. "It (the team)
adds a tremendous amount to that," Risk
said. "You're on your own ..You've got to
take care of that person."
Krause said the interesting part of being
on the EMS team is she never knows what
will happen. "You see a lot of the same
things," she said. "Kids will be playing and
run into snow fences. During a (hockey)
series you'll have someone hit with a
puck.''
Often, the unexpected happens. 'This
season we had a hockey player's parent hit
Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor
by a puck, right between the eyes," Risk
Shawn Krause, senior biomedical science major and president of the
said. "You don't know when an emergency
EMS team, displays so'me of the equipment the team takes to events.
will happen."

Woman House provides shelter for victims of abuse
Shelter works in
cooperation with
Women's Center,
Sexual Assault
Services
by Lisa Atkinson
Assistant managing editor
It is difficult for some people
to feel safe these days.
Woman House Shelter in St.
Cloud is one place where
women and their children can go
for help and assistance. Staff
members of Woman House have
worked closely with Jane Olsen,
director of the SCS Women's
Center, and Lee LaDue,
coordinator of Sexual Assault
Services. ~
"We deal with domestic abuse
rather th~n people being beaten
up on the street by strangers,"
said Woman House Executive
Director
Maxine
Barnett.
"Primarily, we are about
relationship abuse."
However, Woman House does
not deal exclusively with
domestic abuse. "We try to be
involved,
supportive
and
corroborative wherever we can

on issues that overlap," Barnett
said.
Sexual
assault
and
relationship
abuse
are
sometimes closely connected.
"A lot of times the issues cross,"
LaDue said. "A lot of women
who are battered are also raped
within that relationship." In that
type of situation, LaDue might
make a referral to Woman
House, she said.
Woman House has made
itself known in several ways.
Besides standard types of
publicity, it has participated is
several joint campus projects,
including Take Back the Night,
W.A.T.C.H., the clothesline
project, and by advertising on
the electronic board located in
Atwood Memorial Center,
Barnell said.
There is also a connection
between ~CS and Woman House
when plfV].ning programs to
educate the community about
violence against women, Olsen
said.
SCS is closely connected to
Woman
House.
Students
studying women's studies,
social
work,
psychology,
criminal justice studies and
education often do internships

"Woman House is a really
important training ground for
students."
-Jane Olsen
· SCS Women's Center director
there, and two of the most recent
people hired full time at Woman
House had worked at the
Women's Center, Barnett said.
Olsen shared more about the
need for training programs.
"Woman House · is a really
important training ground for
students," Olsen said. A number
of students have gone through
their training program and
served as volunteers or interns,
she said. "I think it is a really
important
connection
that
students get really good
experience, and Woman House
benefits by having additional
staff that they don't have to pay
for," shC said.
SCS students may get
direc_tly referred to Woman
House, but it depends on what
t)'pe of abuse has occurred,
Barnett said. If it were a case of
sexual assault, the individual

would be referred to the sexual
assault center in the Women's
Center on campus, she said.
Woman
House
handles
situations
that
involye
rel~tionship-related issues of
abuse, and it works with a fair
percentage of SCS students,
Barnett said.
"If we get a call asking us to
see someone, we generally like
to talk to the woman herself to
make sure that she wants to
come," Barnett said. After a
meeting, the, individual's needs
are assessed. "Our number one
is 'How are you doing
physically'?' Number two is
'What is the disposition of the
abuser?"'
Following that evaluation,
immediate safety needs are
detennined, and individuals can
remain at the shelter, get a
protection order and have a

person removed or move
themselves.
When an individual is seeking
harassment protection orders,
LaDue
would
refer
the
individual to Woman House,
because people there know more
about the court systems and
process for obtaining a court
order, she said.
The Women's Center makes
many referrals to Woman House
each year, based on situations of
domestic violence, Olsen said.
Two special things Woman
House has to offer are expertise
in legal advocacy for women,
and the ability to offer · safe
housing, she said.
Woman House also deals with
issues pertaining to academic
and financial pressures.
There is a common thread in
many of the situations Barnett
deals with, she said. "I think that
the common thread is that there
is a cultural milieu that supports
violence, especially violence
apainst women," she said. There
is no profile of women who are
abused other than that they are
in a relationship that is abusive,
she said.
See Center/Page 8
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SCS library bill moves
closer to passage
The, I)ew lib~~ry bei~ prop~sed f~r SCS al?pears
, ,\<l5er t<tbeingp~ tl1lin one"'~ ag!Y,.
•. · i
The funding fpr the. project, which was included in
the bonding bill pas~ed by . the state House of
Represe,Vativ~.but no! jn th~ liill pass</1!, by t)1ll, ~!lite
~Senafi4has b&Y\ addeq·to the'linal cc;,mpromiSe bill
being worked out in conference between members of

,bo,:;:~~still in committ,:e when !his edltton of
Univers/ty Chronicle wel'\t to press. Dorothy Simpson,
vice president .ror uni~sity relationss1.said po.litical
\wranglihg waS ~laying the biflll'l c·om~ltee.
"One"would think they'd have to pass the bill soon," .
Simpson said. "What's happert4ig is the bill has sort of
been. t~ken hostage be.cause ·c f.disag~men.~:over
~- other prbgram_S (Gov.- Arne Carlson) has proposed.
They'ni: sort of saving the bill until the la~t minute/'
Th~ t,Ul was e~pecte(\ to clear ~Qmmit:te~ yest~~y.

.Summer employment
•· opportunities exi~t
An erpp!oyrnent oppo~ty el<ists for ~qllege students .
',,iI'lt.ez~~ in W()~g ~tjtyoutl\.'

WalkAbout 1996 i~ a pro~ram offered by the
* Minneap.olis

Pt!blic .Schools i.n.,cooper:ation w,i~h th~
;Natiqnol Yauth;l,.tadei:,;hip Co~, Mil!J\eapolis Youth
, Cootd1flating fJoard, ~ity agencies and community
organizations t9 ,serve K..S $tud~Q.ts who are in need of

SCS takes action to protect name
by Michael A. Koehler
Editor
Those looking to peddle SCS
goods, beware - the SCS name
and logo are registered.
Angelo Gentile, director of
public relations and publications,
is heading a recent campaign to
spread the word SCS' name,
wordmark/logotype · are property
of SCS and unauthorized use is
prohibited.
"It's a new campaign to create
awareness," Gentile said.
The SCS name, logo, icon and
wordmark/logotype have been
registered
with
Collegiate
Licensing Company, based in
Atlanta, Ga. The company
handles· about 150 universities
throughout the United States.
"In the past it's been just the
big boys, University of Michigan,
Duke University, places like
that," he said. "As logo-wear has
exploded, some of the smaller
schools such as the University of
North Dakota and St. Cloud State
University have gotten into it for
a couple of reasons."
First,
registering
the

university's name and logo is a
way to protect the use of SCS'
name. With the amount of
companies printing shirts and
sweatshirts, this is a way to
ensure quality use of the name, he
said.
Second, SCS will profit from
the commercial use of its Ilame
through a royalty system.
1;1:anufacturers must be licensed
through SCS to produce shirts or
sweatshirts, coffee mugs and
anything else containing the SCS
name or logo.
A memo distributed by the
Office of Public Relations
provides the procedure when
ordering items with the SCS
name or logo:
□ Use a licensed vendor. Your
organization must use a T-shirt
(or other specialty) manufacturer
that has been licensed by SCS.
□ Acquire a licensed vendor
list. These lists can be obtained
from the Office of University
Organizations in room 117E
Atwood Memorial Center or the
Office of Public Relations, room
207 Administrative Services
Building.

□ Artwork must be approved.
All artwork is subject to approval
by the Collegiate Licensing
Company and by SCS.
□
Royalty
exemptions.
Vendors are required to pay SCS
a percentage of the wholesale
price of the T-shirt or specialty
item. Royalties can be waived if a
group is buying items for group
members only, or as a sanctioned
fund-raising event.
Students or organizations on
and off campus must heed these
guidelines or face penalties or
criminal prosecution. Student
organizations who wish to
produce T-shirts or sweatshirts
have created the most confusion,
Gentile said.
''There has been confusion
with students in the past," he said .
"We hope that this will help clear
this up. We will have to do this on
a regular basis because student
leaders change on a regular
basis."
Students, student organizations
or off-campus companies who
wish to use the SCS name and
logo should contact the Office of
Public Relations at 255-3151.

acad<l>iilc,$UFpO[l.
CoJlese students are recruited 10 serve',on the,overall
; WalkAbout team, designing and implementing
'rurricul\lffi a n ~ g as Ju tors and small group, leaders.
*,,Stude,1\ti,' may"-also ar"tange illd\pend~nt st\ldy or';
internship credits for the WalkAbout progtam.
, For m'?re W~tion,and app!-\catiOOS, w,hlch.~re due ;
April ·,13, 'COntatl Maril,eth Ove'Jland Swalley ih the
' Volunt@er Link office at 255-3117.

:Speaker to lecture on
.gender issues in sports
Don Silbo, author and nationa"U)' recogriized expert on
gende"'r relations, will offer the lecture "Sports and
.Masculinity" ,~t, 7:30 J],m. qn ,~pril_-.lfl_ at St. John's,
University in the·Science, Center Auditoriutn.
"
Sabo has been a leader in the development of the study
, of gender and.sports. He also researches psychosocial

• aspects of health and illness.
The lecture is free and open i:o the public. For more
irµormation call 363--2893 or 363--2737.
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·Monday Night ~torytimes
continue through April
The next "Monday Night Storytimes" are at 7 p.m. on

April•d at the St, Cloud Public Library. They will continue
'throu@iout the l)tbnth.
·
The ~torytime5' are for childreo ages 3--6. They include

stories,.songs, finger play$ and a film. Re&Stration begins 30
, roinute~ prior 1?'.tll• program and \he<e is a limit of~
For ffiore information contact Nancy Nielson at the
Children's Room of the St. Cloud Public Llbrary at 251~7282.

Corrections
, 0 Un~ C/tttl,iicle will correcr,,dl erroi:s~Jn its
news a,tticles, n, You find· a problein with a sfoty -"~ error
, of facto,: point requinng clarificatt(lll - plwe call (6)2) 25$-
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Editorial
Provisions of DWI

Bill including drugs in
DWI deserves passage
Recent DWI provisions in the Minnesota
Legislature will include new and tougher laws for
those driving under the influence.
The House passed a bill Saturday, proposed by
Rep. Jeff Bertram, DFL-Paynesville; which now
gives prosecutors more power on charges against
individuals who drive under the influence of
drugs along with revisions to those under the
influence of alcohol.
The new proposal will expand the prohibitions
of illegal drugs, except marijuana, found in one's
system when involved in an accident.
Marijuana was exempt from other drugs
because it stays in the body for long periods of
time, therefore it would be hard to enforce.
The new provisions of driving while
intoxicated have been aimed at those under 18,
those without insurance, those who have had their
license plates revoked in the past and those who
cause death or serious injury to another person.
Why has it taken so long for a proposal like this
to come about?
Driving under the influence is most often
thought of as being impaired by the effects of
alcohol, but drugs also come into play.
Tougher laws on driving under the influence of
alcohol and adding the new restrictions against
drugs can only help.
Tougher penalties will only reduce the number
of people who chose to drive under the influence,
resulting in lower numbers of accidents.
Many people will still take the chance of getting
caught, but then there will be some who will think
twice before stepping into their vehicle when they
are incapable of driving.
The proposal is still young, but needs to be
considered and passed into law.

Identity is not shaped by career alone
by Lisa Atkinson, Assistant managing editor
The quarter before
'graduation is a time of great

stress and excitement. The
demands of classes, jobs,
relationships and many
other extra things increase
ten-fold and weigh even
heavier on a student's
already burdened brain.
Somewhere amid all this
building pressure,
compounded by graduation,
I seem to have forgotten
something I thought I once
knew.
There are only so many
hours in a day. People are
only human, and there are
limits to what they can do.
Going beyond those limits
can become physically,
mentally and emotionally
taxing.
It is pretty obvious, but it
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ i s amazing how easily
people forget facts of life
that stare them right in the
face.
UnlVMdy Chron/,:le (USPS 121-580) is written and edited by St. Cloud State
UniYefsilystudentsandltpublishedtwiceweekfydurlng&ehoolquarters,aod
I have just recently
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really think about what I
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"Classes should always come
first, because if a student blows
that, then who needs practical
,,
Career experience.
expecting_too much of
myself relative to the time
constraints I was f~cing.
Something had to give.
I could not drop any
classes, because I needed to
complete them for
graduation. My off-campus
job needed to be set for
summer in case I do not find
a job or internship
immediately.
After some deliberation, I
knew what had to go.
I never realized how much
my role at University
Chronicle has become a part
of my life and my routine,
until I tried to let it go.
MY, anxiety about
graduation and the future
·made my decision very
difficult. I had convinced
myself that I could not
possibly leave my position
as assistant managing editor,
because I needed it for
practical careei- experience.
I feel like I should be strong
enough to meet the demands
being placed on me and
perform all my tasks at the
highest possible level. I did
not want to quit, because
somehow I equated quitting
with being a quitter.
Then I got to thinking .
There is point where a

person must draw the line.
Practical career-related
experience is irreplaceable,
but other aspects of a
person's life are just as
important, if not more
important.
Classes should always
come first, because if a
student blows that, then who
needs practical career
experience. Relationships
are more permanent than
any career is likely to ever
be.
Careers are often hard to
hold on to, but relationships
are always within a person's
control. Without the more
tangible things in life, like
people, less permanent
things do not seem to be
quite as important anymore.
Stubbornness is a quality I
often find unavoidable, and
sometimes I do not know
whether it i_s a blessing or a
curse. I gained value
experience as assistant
managing editor, but,
because of my decision, I
saved many more things,
inCluding some of my
relationships and my sanity.
When I look at my
decision in regards to this
quarter, I am glad I let
something go.

_,;!!!,
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OPINIONS
Statesman went too far
Univetsit)I of MinnesotaDuluth's camJ>U• has
experienoe!l;tremendous
pressw:euhls: year. FrQm
sexual ;,Mai,li:io ratial
tensions,~~-s: peaceful past
has ceased to:eitisL
On toP of all these tensions.,•
the local student newspaper, the
UMD Stateiman, was fired
upon its parody issue in which
certain com.ments were found
to be offefl~~,tp.m~nority1 gay

and lesbia,r groups and many
UMD studerits. '
Organized demonstration demanded the immediate
resignation of Ron Hustvedt, editor in Chief of the paper.
Hustvedt claims the commentS in the parody issue of the
Statesman were misinterpreted, and they were intended
to hann no one.
Some of the ~tatements in the newsp,aper were

directed tow~ !he whlte supremacist groups and the
inability of'tbe 16cal police departroenis:to obtain solid
evidence·in•the:8exual assault case, w~ch was
dismissed in court. Some of the writi~g Contained "hate"
wont$, which disturbed the black community on ~ampus
and other minorities.

Hustvedt also claims that although.~ statements
were misinie,preted by some individuals and groups,
they netertholeH fall under the J'l"'!OffiOll of the First
Amendment and 'Ille protection of 'Ille J>NS$,
Thi, Fi isl ;,,;,;,~ndJlleot provides a ~ for the

freedom of~h or of the pres! Wlll,ln its spectrom
of protection includes statements and ev,m hate words
that individualsor group$ can express as.their
constitutional right.
But. in the case of the press, the situation is somehow
different. In .the 1990 case of Milkovich vs. Lorain
Journal c;o:, tho United States Supren,~ ~ourt voted that
"The fact lliai defamatory state~ l!llght be labeled
'oplni6n''.is ~ enough to warrant a loblistltuuonal

Remember a friend who cared
It has been eight
months since SCS lost

Many people passed on
having cared about

one of its best friends.

others, but Dennis cared

Today, like everyday, we

are reminded of the loss
of Dennis Thayer that

life is to be cherished.
Dennis taught us many
things, but mostly
Dennis just loved life.

He was kind and caring.
He took those extra
moments to say hello and

good-bye, many times

about an entire university
- our university. So I
ask everyone today, and
everyday, to remember
Dennis. Remember
Dennis by holding to

door open for someone
and giving them a smile.
remember Dennis by
taking a few extra

minutes to listen to
someone in need.

Dennis can't ever come
back, but his legacy can
live on through k.indness

and love.
Dennis Thayer was
truly a wonderful friend
to SCS and its students.

Let us never forget the
man we lost and what he
taught us. Celebrate his
life through your own by

remembering just how
wonderful it is to be
here.

privilege .agablsl libel claims if the statements imply an
adding a hug.
assertion ofobjective fact." In the case of the
Statesman,. if the parody issue could be seen as a nonUntil we meet again,
He was a listener and a
Remember Dennis by
factual, non-newsworthy, biased, opinion issue, it still
talker. He made time for hugging someone and
friend - thank you for
does not escape the libel responsibility .and the hann
others. He truly cared
telling them how much .
everything.
that might hay~ been caused Jo individuals or groups.
about others, and put
you appreciate them.
However,. in the name of entertainmtint, the courts
himself
second
and
Remember
Dennis
·
Tracy Bauman
have shQWn ~~t latitude in awarding ){~l to
others first. He made
everyday in little acts of
individuals O(_&f9ups that claim haon:trom the negative
alumna
statements, ¥1,e plaintiff must prove aclual malice with
sacrifices for others.' He
kindness, for that is the
a total disregard of individual or groups rights, and these
made us laugh. but
way Dennis lived and
defamatory l!tatements must be directed to specific
mostly Dennis loved us.
that is .what he taught us.
individuals-or groups.
·
We must understand that in the case of the Statesman, ,
the issue iS mo"' of taste than legal. I.<l<>n't believe that
Fraternity men are not all rapists. We college students - the same people
anyone who ~ a newspaper has billllcoo ~das, or
intentional11,r1111S to defame .im!Mduals or groups.
neither condone sexual violence, nor
that are your friends, classmates or
Thi, iS~tl>hiains how lhis bad
);lm be
do we believe it is trivial. However, we who might just live down the hall. We
corrected. 1 bave a great respect i'or tilt Pirst
are college students, some of us recent are just trying to contribute something
Amendment
1 could not see
hiding behind ·
high school graduates, and, like you,
to our great university and make the
these privileges. I believe that a student newspaper
we do make mistakes from time to
trip toward graduation as painless as
should act as a buffer of undentandjng which brings
time. But unlike your mistakes, ours
possible.
people together in a discussion proci,$5..;,. not in

Fraternity men do not trivialize violence

:Jtii~

but

reasons

oppositec-.
A huge llj)!>l6gy is in order. As one j(!lll'llllliSt to
llllOIIWr: !~~ with the effl>1t(!t~ent
However, j~l,:atl effort of verybad.t'asfe;

seem to be magnified in the campus
community.
Before you judge us based on our
highly-publicized slip-ups, take the

time to realize that we are normal

Mathew P. Kilian
junio r
·mass commu nications
De lta Sigm a Ph i Fra te rn ity
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Semesters: from Page 1 - - 'The faculty committee will be making its general education
recommendations in a couple of weeks, and r think a lot of
depanments are holding their breath until they find out what
general education will look like under semesters."
The moratorium does not mean that no new academic
programs or program revisions will take place until 1998.
Holder said.
"Actually we have at least three program revisions out there
right now," she said. "We don't want things to stop because we
have to make this change. There has to be creativity and
thinking going on all the time."
All measures the steering committee has been talcing have
been designed to take care of potential problems before the
switch to semesters is completed, and not after, Holder said.
'That whole first year we hope to not be in the middle of this
up and down," she said. "We want to have the whole thing
taken care of by then."

Universitv C
.hronicle Tip line:
Wi-4086

HOWIDUSE
THE BAIHROOM.
$,y,:,uknowth:uy,:,u~upto55gallom

of wJur a ~r in the bathroom? !e's true. So hm's
som.sirnpkbathroorntrainingtohdpconsttw

Five 50•minutc classes will
include step, box and slide
aerobics.
Attending the h~alth fair can
help students learn about
often.neglected health aspects
such as nutrition and exercise.
Most students are not very
knowledgeable about their
health and many speakers and
expens will be on hand to
provide health information,
Curro said.
·
"I think they can get a basic
knowledge of what th~y
should know," she said.
Lynda Gans, SHAPES
coordinator, said the speakers
in this year's health fair are
something new and something
that should benefit the
students.
"It's a place for people to go
to get good health•related
information and have height,
weight and blood pressure
checked.
addressed
the
Gans
misnomer in student's minds
that they are invulnerable and
their actions have little impact
on their health. This notion can
have a negative effect on a
person's health.

ERLTH

-~1cJorRIR

College students have a hard
time believing anything could
possible go wrong with them,
especially when they do not
get enough sleep, eat nothing
but pizza, macaroni and cheese
and live on Mountain Dew,
Gans said. ''Then, they can't
understand how they got sick."
Sarah Graff, SHAPES peer
educator, said the health fair is

good exposure for SHAPES.
"I think it wiU be really
good because a lot of. the
students · on campus don't
know what SHAPES offers,"
Graff said. "It will give
everybody a taste of what we
have."
For more information about
the health fair, call 255-4850.

water.Tumoffdiefaucr:twhilr:brushingyour

J

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

yourtoiletu,,k.. !t'Ucucwa.tttk>:l.'5byl5
And ifyou an"t rememb« tlll':5r: tips,

$
$
$
$

paperwithy,:,utl>tna1tllnl'y,:,ugo.l--

rTS A CONNEffiD WORLD. 00

Efficiencies with private baths
2 bdrm cable paid
3 bdrm FREE parking
4 bdrm with 2 full baths cable and
heat paid garages

Hot Pock~g"' And Lean Pock~g"" Are Stuffed Full Of Good Stuff!
• Pepperoni Pizza • Ham 'N Cheese
• Sausage & Pepperoni Pizza Ot>luxe
• Turkey & Ham with Cheese
• Turkey, Broccoli & Cheese
• Beff & Cheddar
• Chicken Fajita

The 20th
Anniversary
"Great River Run"
will be held on
Sat., May 4. The
3K Family Fun Run
will be held at 10
a.m. with the 10K
Road Race at 10:30
a.m. The race
begins and ends at
Rau Field,
Cathedral High
School, St. Cloud.
There is no fee for
the Family Fun Run.
The fee for the 1OK
IS $9.50 before April
26 and $11 thereaner. A
T-shirt is included
with the fee for
the 10K.
People can pick
up registration
forms at the YMCA
or local sporting
goods stores. For
mqre information
call the YMCA:
253-2664.

$

4 bdrm split level townhouses with 2

$
$

4 bdrm FREE parking

full baths
Summer rates starting at $99 per person

CALL ~~> 253-1154
ONE CALL RENTS IT ALL!

HANG OUT
Wl1H FRIENDS.
WORK ON
YOUR TAN.
MAKE BIG
BUCKS.
There are hundreds of well-pa)'ing jot>

i~em

~~~7~t~e:i1:~~~~~r,rndu
in
your free Wisconsin Dell5 Employment
Opportl.lnity Guide. From lifeguards, to
tour guidee, to hoepitallty pe~nnel,
you'll discover good friende and
,
fun inthesunareall in
a da/5 work at
Wiecon5ln Dells.

::.'!..":J..o..:•:....._
..,
~1,-,o.w.,
1-800-223--3557, bLM

•
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Stigman takes post as alumni director Students could
by Holly Axtell
For SCS alumni Jim Sti~man, returning to
his alma mater to take over as the new
director of alumni relations is like coming
full circle. He is returning to the place that
gave his career its start.
"The support that I have gotten from
administrators while I was a student at St.
Cloud State, and after· I graduated, has
helped me in my career," Stigman said.
Stigman received a · degree in public
administration from SCS in 1990.
''This is my opportunity to give something
back to this university," said Stigman, who
thinks SCS is a high-quality institution he
feels he has a deep association with.
As a student, Stigman involved himself in
Student Government for three years and was
the president of student government his
senior year at SCS.
"Being in student government helped me
build relationships that have connected me
to St. Cloud State," said Stigman.
After his 1990 graduation he became a
member of the SCS Alumni Association
Board of Directors in I 992. He also served
as Student Advisory Committee chairman
for the Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating Board, and state chairman of
the Minnesota State University Student
Association (MSUSA).
In January of 1992, Stigman became an
administrative aide to St. Cloud Mayor
Chuck Winkleman.
Stigman said his main goal as director' of
alumni relations is to build a better
connection between alumni and today 's SCS
students.
In doing this, he plans to bring alumni to
the campus by focusing on events like
homecoming and reunions. He also plans on
meeting with alumni where they are.
Some other ideas are to develop alumni
chapters, improve communication with
students immediately after they graduate and
form an Internet access homepage for
alumni.
Stigman hopes these steps will tie alumni
back to SCS as volunteers, advisers or
contributors.
"It's important for students to understand
that when they graduate they will be alumni
- relationships they build can continue after
Paul Mlddlestaedt/Photo editor
they leave," Stigman said.
Jim Stigman returns to SCS to become the new Alumni Director.

Summer job fair offers student opportunities
by Nicole Wimberger
Business editor
Nearly 50 businesses gathered at the
seventh annual Summer Job Fair,
Thursday in Atwood Ballroom, to
present employment opportunities to
students.
Students visited the Atwood Ballroom
from IO a.m. to 3 p.m. to talk with
business representatives, examine the
booths and find infonnation about a job.
The goal of the job fair is twofold, said
Stacey Wicklund, director of student
employment services. It provides an
opportunity for students to network with
employers
and
find
summer
employment.
Several of the businesses provided
opportunities to students for temporary
and permanent work. However, the
focus of many of the job opportunities at
the
fair
was
toward
summer
employment.
About one-fifth of the businesses
recruiting students at the job fair were
camps. Several students attended the job

"It's one-stop summer job shopping."
- Jeff Wubbels
Camp Birchwood representative
fair looking for a job that would extend
beyond just summer experience, though.
"I'm looking for a company I could
work with and get some internship
possibilities from, "
said
Duane
Vannieuwenhuyzen, sophomore.
Companies such as Solmark & Frey
and Manpower provided services that
could be utilized by students searching
for a more long-term commitment.
However, they aJso provide temporary
service opportunities.
About seven to IO students per hour
left their names at the Solmark & Frey
booth, said Anne Krenke, recruiting
manager. "We've been here in the past,"
said Krenke. "It's been very successful."
Businesses were contacted primarily
through newsletters and mailings, said

Wicklund. "We sent (information) to
anyone, with a focus on summer and
part-time work," she said. "We don't
concentrate on majors."
However, some businesses come to the
SCS job fair specifically because they
have heard about major programs at

scs.

Kim Cherry, director of Midwest
Nannies in Cloquet, said she came to
SCS to recruit because of the excellence
of St. Cloud's education program. "Good
teachers come out of St. Cloud," she said.
''This is a service to students as much
as it is to employers," said Jeff Wubbels,
a camp Birchwood representative, who
has presented a QOOth at the Summer Job
Fair on and off for 10 years. "It's onestop summer job shopping."

do a better job
of recycling

by Bill Schroeder
Staff writer
Students have seen and hopefully
used the blue recycling bins in every
classroom, but at least one person
thinks students could do better job.
"The recycling of office paper on
campus is pathetic," said Matt Pflugi,
of Vasko Recycling. "Last week I
drove the campus route, so I · saw
things first hand. At the performing
arts building I picked about 100
pounds of files out of the trash. The
files were neatly stacked and perfectly
clean."
According to Karla Stavos, building
services manager, the main reason for
·throwing out office paper is
contaminates mixing with the paper.
"Sometimes. faculty or students
throw apple cores or bag lunches in
with the office paper instead of the
trash," Stavos said.
"A certain amount of contaminates
is expected," Pflugi said. "Just a
candy wrapper doesn't contaminate a
load."
"Most of the trash we get from state
is paper trash which is typical for an
organization like St. Cloud State.
They do recycle most of the other
stuff," said Pflugi.
"We try to recycle everything we
can," said Steve Ludwig, assistant
vice
president
for
facilities
management.
Paper, pop cans, Styrofoam,
cardboard, scrap metal, tin cans and
even food scraps are recycled, he said.
The paper and cardboard are taken
away by Vasko to a recycling plant in
North Dakota.
"Every Friday someone from hall
council collects the cans from all the
floors in W.W. Holes and takes them
out to be recycled at one of the places
in
St.
Cloud,"
said
Nicole
Timmerman, resident adviser in W.W.
Holes Hall.
''The money goes back into ha11
funds for different programs,"
Timmerman said.
"We collect Styrofoam in a garage,"
Stavos said. The Styrofoam usually
comes from packaging in computer
boxes
from
Engineering
and
Computing Center. The Styrofoam is
sent to Supercycle in St. Paul."
According to Ludwig, the scrap
metal is collected from the physical
plant and taken to a junk yard in St.
Cloud.
Food scraps are c·ollected from
Garvey Commons and ARAMARK
food services by Subeck farms,
Ludwig said. The scraps are processed
and fed to the hogs on the farm.
'The trash that is collected is sent to
an NSP plant in Elk River where it is
made into burnable fuel to be used in
other plants," he said.
Stavos sees more awareness for the
future of recycling.
'The more awareness we get out,
the better recycling has been," Stavos
said. "Companies should not be able
to make a product if it cail. not be
reused. Consumers should not buy
products if they can't be recycled."

a
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Award funds presentations by students of color
Money will fund travel,
presentation expenses
for students of color
by Monica Erion
Staff writer

Students of color have the
opportunity to apply for an award to
help finance their presentations at
academic conferences or workshops.
Jill Ciliberto, assistant vice president
for research and faculty development,
said she developed the idea for the
Presentation Support Fund for Students
of Color after receiving several
inquiries each year from faculty
members who wanted to know if there

was a way to provide financial support
The application includes a place for
to students who wanted to give the student's major adviser and dean to
presentations.
sign, Ciliberto said. Students must have
Ciliberto said she was assisted in had their paper accepted and recognized
writing the proposal for the grant by for presentation, and they must be going
Kidesti Frezghi, graduate assistant.
to a national or state level conference,
Ciliberto encouraged studel1ts of she said.
color to apply for the award. "I think it's
The prograpl is funded by the
a good opportunity for students," she Cultural Diversity Committee. Ciliberto
said. It is helpful if the student is a good said they received $9700 from the
speaker and has some familiarity with committee. The committee comprises
giving presentations, she said.
students, faculty and staff from SCS.
The award will help with the
Robert C. Johnson, Cultural Diversity
student's travel expenses during the ·. Committee chairman, professor and
period they do their presentation. director of ·minority studies, said the
Applications for the award are available program is in adherence with the
at the sponsored programs office in committee's mission "to develoP
room 210 of the Administrative programs that will recruit and retain
Services Building.
students of color at SCS."

Formerly at the
Rising Phoenix
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TAX FORMS
24 HOURS A DAY
Now you can get copies of any Minnesota stale or U.S. federal
tax form at Kinko's Copy Center, 24 hours a day. seven days a week.
Kinko's offers these convenient choices:
~ Copy forms from Minn. state and U.S. federal tax master books.
~ Prini-out forms from the CD-ROM computer version or those
same books (IBM or Madntosh).
[!2J Complete your tax fom1s using Mac-In-Tax. which gui<les you
through your la};. forms in a Q&A format on the Macintosh and

prints out all the completed tax forms when done.
@ Make copies of your completed tax fom1s and documems.

PROFESSIONAL

Come to Klnko's day or night and pick up the tax fonns you need.
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Johnny Holm Band
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Mr. Jim's in Foley
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St. Cloud on Hwy #23
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COMMUNICATIONS
What's in itfor you when you work
with illf.llUl ?
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• Convenient downtown location ( on the bus line, too!)
• Flexible work schedule
• Fun, creative atmosphere
• Caring, supportive management philosophy
• New HIGHER starting wage with multiple wage increase
opportunities within the first year & BONUSES
• "Nifty Fifties" & Impact Awards
• Profit Sharing Plan
• 401KPlan
• Associate Referral Program
• Annual Awards Banquet
• Annual Company Picnic
• Paid training & career development
• Personal growth & advancement opportunities
• Opportunities for part-time and full-time hours
• Daytime, early evening and Saturday shifts available
• Fundralsing, customer service & sales with existing
customers (NO cold calls)
• Whether you've got call center experience or not, you'll
be glad you took a close look at ARIAl
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Women's tennis rolls in weekend to_urney
Doubles teams sweep top three places
by Kerry Collins
Sports editor

For seniors Lisa Peters and Eva Nsereko, this
weekend's annual d0ubles tournament provided an
instant replay.

The tandem successfully defended .their doubles
title at the tournament, and they had to defeat their
teammates to do it.
Peters and Nsereko won 6-2, 6-3 over SCS'
number-two seed comprised of seniors Holly Meyer
and Erin Schwager.
"It was fun, but it was nerve-wracking," Peters said.

"You don't really want to beat your teammates."
Senior Sara VanderEyk and freshman Suzy Cronick
placed third in the tournament, to round out the sweep
of the top three positions.

"We were just looking for some good matches,"
Sundby said. "(Winning the first three places) was
like the frosting on the cake."
Teams from the College of St. Benedict's,
Southwest State University, University of Wisconsin
- LaCrosse and Winona State University attended
the ninth annual tournament.
The best asset for the SCS women's squad has been
doubles play all season, Sundby said. "We played
really well, but our doubles have been playing very
strong," he said. "We are characterized with depth and
good doubles."
With the sweep of the first three positions, Sundby
said he was happy. This year's tournament was the
best he had seen from SCS, he said.
"I've been coaching here for nine years, and this is
the best we've done at the tournament," Sundby said.
"It was pretty good competition, and we did our job."
Peters and Nsereko are beginning to return to the
form they possessed at the end of last season, which
will definitely help at the North Central Conference
tournament, Peters said.
"Over the last two weeks, we've been playing like
we did last season," Peters said. "We kind of expected
to win again."
"They definitely like to play with each other,"
Sundby said. "Each of their games compliments each
other nicely."
The competition was a little tougher for the PetersNsereko tii.ndem, Peters said.
"It was harder this year than it was last year," Peters
said. "It just seemed the teams were better. I don't
know what it was. Maybe I'm just getting older."
Sundby said he was happy with the way his doubles
teams came through, but . in order to pick up a

Paul Mlddlestaedt/Photo editor

SCS freshmai:a Suzy Cronick blasts a return to Northern State University's Natalie Fox Friday at the
St. Cloud Tennis Center. Cronick won her match 6-0, 6-0, and the Huskies defeated NSU 7-0.
conference championship, the singles game will also
The Huskies next match is against Carleton College
have to be present.
Friday at the St. Cloud Tennis Center.
''They are very capable of playing doubles," he
The match against Carleton will be a good chance
said. "We need to play hard on singles matches. We for the Huskies to improve on their singles play,
concentrate a little more on doubles than singles."
Peters said.
-The Huskies played a budding Northern State
''They are .a real strong and deep team in singles,"
University team Friday. NSU is in their first tennis Peters said. 'We will probably win the doubles
season, and fell to the Huskies 7-0.
matches, but the singles matches will be hard."
''They're building a program and we're just at a
"We've got a good match coming 'up here for our
different level," Sundby said. "We just had more singles. 1b.at'll be good for us," Sundby said. "I just
depth than they did."
hope we continue to play well."

Men's tennis aces Mavs, NSU easier than expected
by Kerry Collins
Sports editor
Both opponents for the SCS men's
tennis team were easily handled this
weekend by the Huskies, but the contest
against Northern State University was
especially easy.
When the team from Aberdeen, S.D.,
arrived at the St. Cloud Tennis Center
Friday, they did not have enough
competitors for a legal match.
"They didn't have enough guys," SCS
head coach Jay Schlorf said. "We wanted
to play. I just thought 'How the heck could
he not have enough people'?'"
With the forfeit of Northern State, it left
the SCS squad with only the match against
Mankato State University.

Schlorf had stressed the importance of
not only winning the match, but winning
every position. The only spot SCS failed to
win was the number-one seed, as the ·
Huskies tamed the Mavericks 6-1.
"We won almost every position, and we
played really well at all positions," Schlorf
said. "We struggled a little bit at some
spots, but then we calmed down and did all
right."
At the number-five seed, freshman
Brian Rousslang found himself down 5-2
in the first set, but battled back to win the
match 7-5, 6-2.
Sophomore Kyle Freske and freshman
Nick Kettenhofen also sailed through their
matches. Freske won 6-3, 6-4 at the
number-three seed, and Kettenhofen won
6-2, 6-3 at the number-four spot.

"I was pleased with the perfonnance of
the whole team," Schlorf said. "They
played like they could and got a good
win."
With the North central Conference
tournament approaching, Schlorf said he
likes the direction the team is going, but
they are still a young squad.
"We are starting to mature a little bit,"
Schlorf said. "We are working towards the
goal of the conference tournament and we
have a chance to win. We're working hard
and have the confidence that we have the
ability to win."
Schlorf said that his team possesses a lot
of confidence, but being too confident
could hurt the Huskies. "Confidence is
good, but we don't want to be too
confident going into the tournament,"

Schlorf said. ''The.team to beat will be (the
University of Northern Colorado)."
The Huskies next match is against St.
John's University Tuesday. Schlorf is an
alwnnus from St. John's and said he would
like to see his squad defeat his alma mater.
"I really want to beat them," he said. "I
graduated from there, and it is really
important to beat this team."
With a young squad, however, Schlorf
said it is difficult to predict which SCS
team will show up to face the Johnnies.
"You don't know which team will show
up to play, if the team that has confidence
and knows how to win shows up, or if it's
the team that forgets what the score is and
who they're playing," Schlorf said.
"Hopefully the team with the confidence
will come to play."
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Lone senior provides leadership, inspiration
Bartels brings work ethic, love of competition to track
by Kris Aksteter
Staff writer
Ask a coach what is imponant to
having a winning season and having
good team chemistry. The first thing
they say is "great senior leadership."
Although the men's track team has
some excellent young talent, it lacks a
large crop of seniors. In fact, there is
only one senior on the team - Chad
Bartels.
While both the men's and women's
track teams are gearing up for the
upcoming outdoor season, Bartels is
preparing for his final season in a
Husky uniform.
Bartels grew up in Wadena, Minn.,
and went to Wadena-Deer Creek high
school. Bartels played football and
basketball. He joined the track team his
sophomore year because he wanted to
try something individual.
"It's an individual sport, yet it's still a
team spon," he said. "You can work to
better yourself and at the same time,
work to better the team. I enjoy track. I
enjoy competing."
Out of high school , Bartels was
recruited by many schools including
North Dakota State University,
Mankato
State
University
and
Moorhead State University. He chose
SCS to remain in the central part of
Minnesota.
" It was closer than most of the other
schools that recruited me, and I wanted
to stay in Central Minnesota," he said.
"I heard good things about the
education program. I figured it would
be the best place for my education and
athletic career."
In hi s first year at SCS, Bartels
decided to join the cross-country team
as well. 'They said I should run cross
country to get in shape," he said.
Bartels, who is majoring in social
studies with a coaching minor, is
focusing on the 3000-meter steeple
chase for the upcoming outdoor season.
He'll also be running the 800 and 1500meter races as well as some relay
events.
'The steeple chase is a competitive
race," Bartels said. "In our conference,

we have the defe nding national
champion. There is always good
competition."
With fo ur years under his belt,
Bartels said he is happy with his senior
career at SCS.
"When I came in, we had a good
bunch of seniors that helped me out a
lot," Bartels said. "Now that I am the
only senior, everybody looks to me for
leadership and knowledge. I tell the
guys if they have any problems, they
can always come to me."
Assistant track coach Dan Hostager
said Bartels is a true team leader and
inspiration.
"Chad is a soft-spoken, astute,
competitive athlete who is very hardworking," Hostager said. "He leads by
example most of all. He gets a
tremendous amount of respect from
everyone on the team."
. His teammates agree. "Chad is a
leader by how he performs, not only in
races, but in workouts,"
said
sophomore Josh Lindstrom. ''The man
is a racehorse."
"I've gone from taking advice from
leaders to giving advice as a leader,"
Bartels said . "I always thought of
myself as a leader, even in high school.
I always wanted to be looked upon as a
leader, someone that the guys can come
ask for advice. I'd like to think that I
can help in any way I can."
With only one more outdoor season
left, Bartels wants to end his career on
a high note.
" I would like to place at the
conference meet and earn some points
for my team," he said. "I want to see all
the young distance guys run their best
races and I'd like to see the whole team ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - J u ° " 1ia~e.t~e....,-"s-,a11"°pho-,--tog-raph~ec
do well ."
Senior Chad Bartels is entering his final track season at SCS. Being the lone
Barte ls has not on ly helped the senior on the squad, the Wadena, Minn., native is looked to for leadership.
younger runners, he has provided them Bartels work through the senior's end, Bartels is looking ahead to the
with a role model, Lindstrom said.
career and hopes the younger guys on future. "I'll keep running when my
"My freshman year, Chad took me the team see it as well.
career is over," Bartels said. "Hopefully
under his wing. I really looked up to
"Athletes coming in the first year I will get into coaching."
him," Lindstrom said. "I see myself as don't realize the commitment it takes
Bartels and the rest of his teammates
being where he is now when I'm his for college athletics in general and what are preparing for the outdoor season
age. He always told me to keep my it takes to be successful at them," he which is just around the comeI'. The
head up. He always gave me said. "Chad helps those guys out a lot season opener is April 5, at the
encouragement."
which helps me out a lot."
Jackrabbit Invitational in Brookings,
Hostager has seen the dedication in
With his collegiate career nearing its S.D.

Husky softball squad left stranded in Vermillion ... again
Timely hits lacking·as team drops four of five
by Brian Wlerima
Staff writer
The SCS women's softball team lost several close
games and went 1-4 in thi s weeken~•s DakotaDome
tournament in Vermillion, S.D.
"We didn't look like we did last weekend," said
c<;>ach Sue Becker.
In the first game, the Huskies faced University of
North Dakota. SCS had 10 hits compared to UND·s
two hits . That wasn't enough for the Huskies as they
fell 2-1. ' SCS stranded 10 runners on base and
couldn'fget the big hit.
"We just cou ldn't score the runs," Becker said.
Sophomore Gina Falkowski went 4-4 at the plate
with two doubles and one RBI against the Sioux. She
finished the tournament hitting .400 with two doubles
and two RBl's. Senior Heather Evenson threw sixinnings and gave up two hits with one earned run and
four strike-outs.
SCS faced Augustana in their second game, also

" In the later innings, we would get rnnners on, but ·
we couldn't bring them in. "
-Sue Becker
SCS
head
softball coach
-------------------------------losing 2- 1 to the Vikings. Augustana's both runs were
unearned. The Huskies out hit their opponent again
five to four.

SCS got to see Augustana once again in the quarterfinals. The Huskies couldn't keep this one close,
losing 8-0.

"It was a close ball game and it could have went
either way," Becker said.

Evenson finished the weekend 1-4. Freshman
~issy Heiten baned .384 for the ·weekend also.

In the last game of pool play, the Huskies faced
Winona State, losing yet another close one, 5-4.
Freshman Heidi Munson started the game and
Evenson came in during the fourth inning in relief.

The team was hitting the ball well, but the ball
wasn't making it through the defense, Becker said.

SCS first opponent in the tournament bracket was
St. Thomas.
Evenson siruck out 11 as she posted her first victory
of the weekend winning 6-4.

"In the later innings we would get runners on, but
we couldn ' t bring them in," Becker said. "We made
some mistakes on the bases also."
SCS wasn't quite as good defensively -wise as they
were last weekend in the same tournament, Becker
said. "We had a few more errors than we could
afford," she said.

STAFF COLUMN

Baseball returns in full swing for '96 campaign
yitatch out for Red Sox, but Braves still tops in the majors

si!:\~ee I~;; time ~---~

season's dismal 56-88 record.
However, pitching still remains the
question as Brad Radke will be viewed
as the ace of the staff.
League Baseball
will play a
With Aguilera and Kirby Puckett out
complete 162 game
for the first couple weeks of the
season - I think.
season, it's important the Twins don't
The 1996 season
fall apart early, because the Indians
is filled with high
proved last year they can eliminate an
expectations, and
entire division in the first month of a
already broke into
season.
LaPlante
the record books
The division that offers the best
Sunday night when
possible .pennant race will be the
the Seattle Mariners played host to the · American League East. What used to
Chicago White Sox, marking the first
be referred to as the AL least, has
time opening day started in the month
turned into the AL beast as teams such
of March.
the Baltimore Orioles, Boston Red
As far as I'm concerned, the favorite Sox and New York Yankees have
to win the World Series has to be
improved themselves in the off-season
defending world champion Atlanta
free-agent market.
Braves.
·
My pick to make from of the East is
With virtually the best pitching staff
the Red Sox winning the division, and
on the planet and the re-signing of
the Orioles grabbing the wild card.
their key free agents, even the mighty
In the AL West, it is _a tough call.
Cleveland Indians can not match up as
The California Angels at one time
was evident last season in the World
were battling it out for the best overall
Series.
record with the Indians, but choked by
With the acquisition of free agents
blowing a 17-game lead in the last two
Rick Aguilera and Paul Molitor, the
months of the season.
Twins appear improved from last
I guess the safest team to pick is last
season, Major

BRT CHRT

~~

by Rob

as

season's Cinderella team, the Seattle
Marine'rs. They possess, in my mind,
the game's best player, Ken Griffey,
Jr., and the most intimidating pitcher, ..
Randy Johnson.
The National League East will be
the Atlanta Braves, end of story.
In the NL Central, I look for the
Houston Astros to win the division
with Astros' first baseman Jeff
Bagwell to put up Most Valuable
Player numbers. I also pick the
Cincinatti•Reds getting the NL's wild
card.
The NL West could be exciting. On
paper, the Los Angeles Dodgers look
like the favorite. However, when
Dodger manager Tommy Lasorda is
caught sleeping in the dugout during
Dodger games, I tend to wonder about
this team. With their talent, I'm
pickillg them to beat the San Diego
Padres in the last week of the season.
So now you ask, "Who is going win
the MVP and Greg Maddux (I mean,
Cy Young) awards?"
In the AL, my pick to win the MVP
is Seattle's Ken Griffey, Jr. Griffey is
coming off last year's injury-plagued
season. However, in the post-season,

HUSKY SPORTS SCHEDULE

he nearly carried the Mariners into the
World Series.
My pick for the AL Cy Young award
is Boston's Roger Clemens. For the
first time in three years, Clemens is
heading into a season injury-free and
has added a new pitch to his arsonal,
the "fosh ball."
The NL Cy Young is easy. Atlanta's
Greg Maddux should be on tap for an
unprecedented fifth-consecutive Cy
Young award. My MVP choice is
Houston's Jeff Bagwell. Bagwell, like
Griffey, is coming off an injurypla·gued season, but is looking to
explode this season.
Of course, my picks could all be
wrong. Who knows, maybe this is ihe
year the Milwaukee Brewers win the
World Series over the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
Maybe Greg Maddux is a 20-game
loser, and Harry Caray gets fired by
the Cubs for pronouncing the players
names wrong.
Maybe Cal Ripken's consecutive
games-played streak will end. I guess
we will have to wait and see, but it is
nice having America's pastime backI think.

SPRING QUARTER
Home games in bold

Baseball

Softball

APRIL
5
Northern State University
6
Southwest State University
8
South Dakota State University
9
University of Minn . - Morris
10
St. John's
13
St. Scholastica
15
Bemidji State University
19
University of North Dakota
20
University of North Dakota
26
North Dakota State University
27
North Dakota State University

APRIL
2
St. Benedict's
5
South Dakota State University
6
Moorhead State University
9
Mankato State University (2)
13-14 Southwest State Univ. Tournament
16
University of North Dakota (2)
18
Moorhead State University
20-21 Mankato State Univ. Tournament
24
Southwest State University (2)
25
North Dakota State .University (2)
27-28 Morningside Tournament

MAY
1
4
5
7

MAY
1
University of Minn. - Duluth (2)
3-4
North Cenral Cont. Tournament

St. John's
Mankato State University
Mankato State University
University of Minnesota

Women's Tennis

APRIL
2
St. John's University
16
University of St. Thomas
19-20 Augustana Tournament
26-28 North Central Con!. Tournament

APRIL
5
Carleton College
13
Bethel College
14
Mankato State University
19-20 Central Oklahoma Tournament
24
College of St. Benedict's
26-28 North Central Con!. Tournament

MAY
2
NCAA Regional Tournament
NCAA.National Tournament
8

MAY
2
NCAA Regional Tournament
NCAA National Tournament
8

Men's Tennis

Men's and Women's
Track and Field
APRIL
5
Jackrabbit Invitational
Brookings, S.D.
12-13 MIAA vs. NCC Challenge
Omaha, Neb.
20
Carleton Relays (Men)
Northfield , Minn.
St. Olaf Invitational (Women)
Northfield, Minn.
26-27 Drake Relays
Des Moines, Iowa
29-30 NCC Decathlon/Heptathlon
Brookings, S.D.
MAY
4
Minnesota Invite
Minneapolis
10-11 NCC Championships
Sioux Falls, S.D.
16
NCAA Qualifier
Moorhead, Minn.
23-25 NCAA Championships
Riverside, Calif.

BE AN SCS ATHLETIC SUPPORTER
ATTEND HUSHY SPORTING EVENTS
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Read, React, Write
Atwood Recreation Center

Need a place
where your
group can get
together and

Southview Apts.
523 S. 12th St.
University Apts.
339 S. Sixth Ave

.

RIVERSIDE
Real Estate Prop. Inc.
229 Fifth Ave. S. St. Cloud
-Next to Coboms

Univ. North Apts.
327 S. Seventh Ave.

251-8284
or
251-9418

4-bedroom apartments
available.with:

~

_,.'

~

Jli.<!J:;J!J)fffl)<!) (J/J)<!) "'3.tm®®ril

FOR I NFORMATION
CALL

lfi.<!J(f; ({;<!)tJJ[J<!)tJ'I/W

APARTMOO

Call 255-3773for y o u r .
Group Resevation.

Metroview Apts.
310 S. Eighth Ave.

-Utilities Paid, Air Conditioning, Microwave, Dishwasherfor more information call:

have
~·-· -.. o
fun, r . . , .

.

College View Apts.
1450 S. Fifth Ave.

FINDERS

259-4040

• TUCK-UNDER PA~KING
*HEAT PAID
*WATER PAID
•TANNING BEDS
• 2 FULL BATHS
• DISHWASHER
*MICROWAVE

moofSr N'Alf!.rMfI!NlrS ON (;/1,M~g

<'tN1l•

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Hear Ye! Hear Ye!
ThY service is
required!

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

In Other Words...

Ya Want to
. SPend
Some Monev?
Premiere Student Housing
* Heated SWlmmlng Pool
* Free Parking/Outle ts
• Sand Volleyball Court
• Heat and Water paid
• Phone/Cable each bedroom
• Celling fans In bedrooms
• Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Mkrowavc/Dlshwashers

• Air conditioning
• Large Stonge Room
• Frost Fn!t Refrigerators
• Laundry Fac ilities
• Vending Machines
• Campus Clipper & Me tro Bus
• Individual Leases
• Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

CALL 252-2633

Student Government is looking for
dedicated monetary wizards to serve
as finance Chair and Vice-Chair.

Elections are APril -11 thl
Now in
·AMC 116!

APPIY

JS. .,.idfo,by,o=,<uden<
activity faes

~

RIVERS ID& Real Estate
In

olf1ff; f"'e .1u11/ .1

Jhe &6! /or J!e66
Two Bedroom Apartments $550
Doubles from $150 per person
- Utilities· Paid
♦ Laundry/Vending)
I ♦ Microwave
♦ Air Conditioning
( ! jec~
♦ L!rge 2 BR UnitsJ

r+

Your

0

UNIVERSITY
APTS
339 6th Ave. S.

SOUTHVIEW
APTS
523 12th St. S.

RIVERSIDE Real Estate Prop. Inc.
229'-th"'-,c

s Su1tclOICal1251-8284

YOU CAN ASK US. .

Housing
Needs ..

For confidential information about birth
control, sexually transmitted diseases and
/ow-cost clinic referrals.

CALL: 1-800-78-FACTS
MN FAMILY PLANNING & STD HOTLINE

Meet the prez II!
SCS President Bruce Grube invites students to bring their
questions, concerns and comments to ·an open forum.

1:30 - 3 p.m., Thursday, April 4 • Voyageurs Room, Atwood

EUROPE
LONDON
FRRNHFURT
PRRIS
RMSTERDRM
MILRN

$275
S349
S335
S335
S379

hl!Sill ~•ll~Htill/JIIMSH ■ i_llllltiist. fift$
OOIIIID:lldefelll!iltil!Sllltpasse!4!rf~CMll~dic•
t11 ti ll bellleel S11!15 Hf SlUS, Wp!llllilfN 1'! *5lilm
•H~IClnr!lleJll!lfe clr11s ,.ii ■~llllfler,llt'Y·

I' R I :-; C I I'LL S ,, I SOL :-; D R L I I R L \\ L :-; I

I :-; \

J:

S I I :-; C

e111m.• c•ILhlllellmUllli!Gl.l.lrflstlll!IIII
111 k fl.ti. fres ll Slljtcl ti Cllillt. l!Slrtlills ~Tilli ftr o,111ms n lil ll na, 1m

Mental illness
has warning signs, too.

Fr:::::::~e~;~-~~~~~~~~::es::~eferred

annuities designed to help build additionaJ assets-money that
can help make the difference between living and living wdl
after your wo~king years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from your salary
on a pretax basis. That lowers your current taxable income, so
you start saving on federal and, in most cases, state and local
income taxes right away. What's more, any earnings: on your
SR.As are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax bill is
every year.

As the.nation's largest retirement system, based on assets
under management, we offer a wide range of allocation choices
- from the TIAA Traditional Annuity, which guarantees
principal and interest (backed by the company's claims-paying
ability), to TIAA-CREF's diversified variable annuity
accounts. And our expenses are very low,• which means more
of your money goes toward improving your future financial
health.
To find out more, call I 800 842-2888. We'll send you a
complete SRA infonnation kit, plus a free slide calculator that
shows you how much SR.As can lower your taxes.
Call toda;-it couldn 't hurt.

Wlthdrawal from social
activities. E,xcessivc anger.
These could be the first
warning signs of a mental
illness. Unfortunately, most of
us don't recognize the signs.
Which Is tragic. Because
mental Illness can be treated.
In fact. 2 out of 3 people who
get help. get better.
For a free booklet about
mental Illness and Its warning
signs, writ~ to or call:

Naliana/ Mental Ilea/th Associalion
P.O. Box 17389,
Washingt-On, D.C. 20041

1-800-969-NMHA.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it ...

Learn to oee

the nrnlDg • ·
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GITTING HER DRUNK ISNTTIJE SAME
AS GETTING HER PERMISSION.

r=

We.know !low to handle insurance coA1~aniu •.•

Read
EX~EL Property MKJilt. Inc.

~

me.

We Have Everyone's
Housing Needs
• 8 close to campus locations
bdrm
: 1V & phone jacks in all bdrms.
large bathrooms
SUmmer $99-$115
• laundry facilities
Abo •vaJlabk.
• parking, carports, garages •
studio apes.I
• dishwashers, microwaves, & more!

If yOu've been injured,
call Bill Smoley or Nora Klaphake
Attom<ys at Law • (612) 251-6700

Fa:~~:~39

Campus Vloce Apartments
✓

Parking
Air Conditioning

✓

Private Bedrooms
Shared Bedrooms ·
Mini Suites
·
Free Storage
✓ Quiet Building ✓ Microwaves
✓ Dishwashers
✓ Laundry
,

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓ Heat Paid
✓ Water Paid

✓ Mini Blinds

,es •

• unt"'er r'1

Effici,encies, 2, 3 & 4 bedroom apa,tmenJs available
at six locations!
call Greg or Chris for more information

253-9002

DJ!~
8 p.m.; April 16 at AMC Quarry
•Sign up in AMC 118

lfmlllllmmlbililhi~
Fritz Hirschhen!er 'Indifference: The Real Enemy'
Ongo1\Jtig(;~fe~pril 30
(Hours: M-F 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.)

Paper Work by Jennifer Kunin
March 18-Apri126
AMC Ballroom Display Cases

Trip to Penumbra Theatre Production, 'Portrait oE the
Artist as a Soul Man o..d' by Jaknum Jooea
Thurs.; April 18
Bus leaves at 5 p.m. and returns at 11 p.m.
Cost: $3 w/SCS i.d.
Sign up in AMC 118 by 4:30 p.m., April 2
In a powedul examination of an African
American father-son re;ationship, Jones
Shi:j~!~~~1fct::;:ilie:, ~~~~fy~~ibt/tlte
Grammy nominated Hannibal Peterson.

I~t Cui':!r~l si~::~rt:'ft,:1.art, by tl1e
~WI

Sexual Assault Awareness Week Presents: Katie Koestner 'No/Yd'
7:&l p.m.; W..!., April 3at the Ritche Auditorium - Free w~ i.cl.
Katie Koestner, a college Freshman, has been going out with a fellow student for
several weeks. One mght, after a dinner at a resfaurant, they went back to her
~~~~ailJ1:b~t~~ute over what happened next goes to the core of an emotional
This event is co-sponsored by CAASA, UPB spe_akers Committee, MAVAW, and several
~~sA~SJ~~~gs- For more information call the Women's Center at _255-4958 or

'Witness and 1-cv: Contemporary Art about the Holocast' by Steplian Feinstein
-7:00 p.m,: Mon., April 8 at AMC Little Theatre

H\::~;

~rlues~~i~asi~~fH1!t~;;~~/~~~~~~~7It%i':n~d~~~~t1x~~r!~1
of Islamic Middle East. He is an adjunct professor in Holocaust Studies at the
University of Minnesota and history at Metro State University.
l1:,f:tt~t~~5J'SfOt!n/;~~- by a Holocaust Education Grant awarded to· SCS faculty

-a;~•'" l'niversity CHR0:\1CLE
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]DIVERSIONS
After the smoke clears, o_ne band remains
Mudda Funk 'Vs" takes first place in the Battle of the Unsigned Bands •·
by Sarah Tieck
Staff writer
The dam burst.

Music exploded from the
speakers and filled the Quarry
Niteclub like pent-up water
swelling and breaking through
a dam with the start of the 1996
Battle of the Bands.

"It's something thfs campus
needs
live
music,"
sophomore April Homich said.
"Look at how many people are
here."

Four groups played at the
Battle of the Bands, which
began at 8 p.m. - Solstice,

Dinkus

Mahein

and

the

Experience, Perfect Attendance
and Mudda Funk "Us." When
the show began, the Quarry was
full - every chair was claimed
and people were· milling around

chatting with friends, tapping
their
feet
cappuccinos.

and

sipping

Dinkus Mahem and the
Experience was the first group
to perfonn. The band consists
of lead singer and guitarist
Dinkus Mahem, guitarist M.W.
Funk, percussionist Stardust
Rampage, and bass player Love
Bone Malone. "We'll talk to
you about anything except our
real names," Mahem said.
"It's quiet in here," said
Mahem, launching the group
into the beginning of their set.
For 20 minutes, the four players
worked together like the parts
of a locomotive, dancing,
singing and playing.
·
"I thought this band
resembled a lot of the
altem·ative bands on the scene,"
sophomore Cathy Houdek said.
"I couldn't understand a lot of
• the words , but I liked the
music."

Julia Peterson/Staff photqgrapher

Berbin Grady, bass player for St. Cloud-based Mudda Funk "Us," Is a member of the
winning band in the University Program Board's Battle of the Unsigned Bands contest
Thursday night in the Quarry Niteclub. Other members of the band include Jeff
Anderson, guitar and vocals and Brian Owen, drums.
Solstice took the stage after
Dinkus Mahem. Lead vocalist
and harmonica player Karl
St~ege, bass player James
Steffen, rhythm guitarist and
sophomore Tim Tharaldson,
lead guitarist· Rod Ward and
percussionist Bryan Seaver
created a sound that had the
audience rocking to the beat
and strumming imaginary
guitars.
Their performance featured
original songs from their
upcoming CD, "On the Rise."
Steege played his hannonica
for "Java Blues," and the five
band members t0ssed white

daisies into the audience as part
of a tradition associated with
the song "Groovy Daisies."
"Original music is on the rise,"
Steege said.
Perfect Attendance followed
the performance of Solstice.
"We didn't copy anybody it's right off the blueprints,"
said lead vocalist
Harry
Harrison,
describing
the
performance which featured
costumed band members and
the smashing of a paper milchC
pig.
For the show, Hanison wore
a safari outfit, while caracas
player Steve Anderson and

tambourine
player
T.S.
Armstrong were both masked.
Drummer Darby Shelton,
guitarist Tom Harrison and
bassist Adam Larsen provided
.musical backing for the band's
set. ''This sort of thing is hard
to put on an album," ex.plained
Hanison. "It's more of a live
thing."
The three-man band Mudda
Funk " Us"
brought
the
evening's live performances to
a close. Guitarist Jeff Anderson,
drummer Brian Owen and
bassist Berbin Grady led the
audience through a non-stop sei
of music including a so~g about

drug addiction and another
called "Freedom."
"We iry to take rock, .funk,
rhythm and blues and jazz and
intertwine them like a braid,"
Grady said.
The audience quivered with
anticipation and exhaustion as
the last strain of music
resonated through the room. It
was time to choose the winning
band. T.he judges ·deliberated
for several minutes to produce a
decision based on stage
presence, originality, audience
reaction and song writing.
Jennifer Martin, University
Program
Board
Concerts
Committee
coordinator
announced the winners and
awarded the prizes. Mudda
Funk "Us" took first place, and
Solstice was awarded second
pri ze.
Each group received a prize
package. Each prize package
included gift certificates and
vouchers donated by local
merchants all four bands
will perform at The R:ed Carpet.
In addition to the gift
certificates, the first and second
prize
winners
received
recording time in the AVU
Recording
Studios
or
Rockhorse Recording Studios,
and live playing time on KVSC
88. l FM and WHMH Rock.in'
101.7 FM. Also, Mudda Funk
"Us" will be performing at
UPB's Mississippi Music Fest.
"This is a really good
production - it's organized,"
said Steege. The event was
produced -by the UPB Concerts
Committee, and sponsored by
KVSC 88.1 FM. WHMH 101.7
FM, AVU Recording Studios,
Rockhouse Recording Studios
and The Red Carpet.

Japan Night breaks stereotypes
by Ivonne Baez
Think Japan . First thoughts - sushi and
ninjas.
At least, that'.s what Japan Club
President and freshman Motoki Shoji said
many people first think of when they think
of Japan.
Japan Club hoped to disintegrate those
perceived stereotypes by hosting its
second annual "Japan Night" Sunday night
in the Atwood Memorial Center Ballroom.

Junior Keisuke Sato (!eft) and
junior .Hiro Komo try to light a
chochim lantern during the
rehearsal for Japan Night '96
Saturday.

Shoji said he wanted people to realize
Japanese culture is not that much different
from American culture.
'There are ·so many stereotypes about
us," Shoj i said. "But people need to
understand that our culture is more
Americanized. We just have more tradition
also."
Tradition, with a modem twist, was the
focu s of i;i.11 of the evening's programll_ling.
For instance, the drama presentation
featured three traditional Japanese stories
acted as modem comedy. One actor did a
portion of his lines in rap, and another
dressed in drag.

See Japan Night/Page 16
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Czech artists exhibit two different styles
by David Tjornhom

G

eometric pictures that
transform cathedrals
into spaceships and a
political photo documentary
featuring the Czech Republic
are .on display in · the lGehle
Gallery until April 12.
Photographer Petr Zatloukal
and artist Vladimir Havlik, both
Czech Republic artists, are
visiting this country and
displaying their works in the
lGehle Gallery fo Kiehle Visual
Arts Center.
The title of Vladimir Havlik's
exhibit is "The Challenger or an
Angle." "I've tried to make
cathedrals look like spaceships,"
Havlik said. The pencil
drawings use plans of cathedrals
from the Middle Ages and
pictures of angles. "(I have)
taken Middle-Age photos and
made them into astronauts with
the halos for air tanks," he said.
Havlik is interested in
metaphors, he said. Just as
cathedrals were designed by top
thinkers in the Middle Ages,
space ships are the subject of
top thinking today, he said,
describing the focus of his art.
"The spaceships in'spired
me,'' Havlik said, describing his
visit four years ago to the Air
and Science Museum in
Washington D.C. "The light
seemed to be (absorbed), and .on
take off, it give(s) it an effect.
That is what I tried to do in (my)
drawings,'; he said.
Vladimir Havlik, 37, was
born in a small Bohemian
Highlands village, and moved to
Olomouc in the Czech Republic
where Palacky University is
located. "Intuition in second
school with best friend got me
started (in art)" Havlik said. He
studied art for five years and
now teaches at Palacky
University, now the site of a new
art and music overseas program
for SCS.
l)le other featured artist, Petr

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor

Vladimir Havlik (left) and Petr Zatloukal, two Czech artists from Palacky University, are displaying their artwork in the
Klehle Gallery in the Kiehle Visual Arts Center through April 12. Palacky University in Olomouc, Czech Republic, will
be the site of new art/music study-abroad program for SCS.
Zatloukal, 40, was born in
"(The students) lived in the
Zatloukal 's work now focuses international exchange program

a

Kojetin in the Czech Republic.
He discovered his interest in
photography in 1983. He then
studied at the Institute of Fine
Art Photography, and currently
teaches
photography
and
graphic design at Palacky
University.
"I feel the pictures capture the
true sentiment of the people,"
said
sophomore
Michelle
Goebel.
Zatloukal's
exhibit,
"Gaudeumus,'' features photos
documenting the university
student's life during the 1989
Velvet Revolution.

university every day and night
because they were afraid. it
would close,'' Zatloukal said. "It
was like a big hippie commune.
People would stay up and make
political posters, and food was
brought in by people. There
(was) big emotion, no one
knows what (is) going on, so
many big things happening at
one time."
The final photograph of his
series is an emotionless man
standing next to an empty
bulletin board containing little
pieces of tom paper attached to
leftover staples.

on the subject of music
photography. He takes pictures
of the musicians' emotions, not
their guitar playing or singing,
he said.
Virginia Bradley, associate
professor of art and director of
the Kiehle Gallery, said the
reason the two artists· came to
the campus was twofold. "The
reason Czech artists are her_e is
to
understand
what the
university is like, to get students
interested in the program and to
interact with an students."
The
music
and
art
departments are establishing an

with Palacky University, said
Ted Sherarts, professor of art
who visited the university in
Olomouc last year. The
departments are working to
recruit 15 students to participate
in the program.
"The rector (dean) is coming
to sign, and agreed to due
interaction with the program,"
said Sherarts. A luncheon with
the rector took place at noon
Monday in the Valhalla Room in
Atwood Memorial Center, with
a reception at 2 p.m. in AMC
North Voyageur Room.

Japan Night:tromPage15 - - - - The Diversions section needs writers. We
always do . .
Without them, this would certainly be a
small section, and if the Diversions
editor tried writing all of it, there
would be much pain and sorrow.
We can't have that, so listen up:
We would like to increase our
coverage of local bands playing at
the downtown hotspots, as well as
any music/art events going on that
might be of interest to the campus
community. . So if this floats your boat,
give your friendly Diversions editor a call
today.

Beoo,me a Diver~iQns writer today; for .
tomorrow, we,11., you know, · · ·
Contact Eric Hedllllld, Diversions editor.

'Iii!: 255-4086, E-maD: morpnis@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu

Also, the fashion show showcased
not only kimonos and martial ans
attire, but also trendy business suits.
The male models completed their looks
with a laptop computer and a cellular
phone.
The buffet-style din'ner included a
menu of traditional Japanese food such
as teriyaki chicken and nikusoburo
(Japanese minced beef), giving the
guests a variety to choose from.
''The food was great," said Cathy
Hauner, senior social work major.
"Everyone was especially talking
about the nikusoburo."
Hauner said that aside from the food,
one of her favorite portions of the
program was the video presentation
featuring Japanese commercials.
During that presentation, audience
members laughed as American icons
such as Tony the Tiger spoke Japanese.
The audience was equally amused
by the last performance of the evening,
the Nininbaori, a form of Japanese

comedy where two people dress in a
large cloak so only the head of the front
person and the arms of the other are
exposed.
The two performers appear to the
audi•e nce as one large, awkward
person. The characters unsuccessfully
attempted to walk and feed themselves,
to the delight of the audience.
"Japan Night" got off to a late start,
opening the doors about half an hour
late, and by the time the last
presentations started, many people had
already left.
"It was really sad that so many
people left early," Hauner said. '"They
missed some of the funniest stuff."
Shoji said that even though the
evening was full of glitches in timing
and organization, overall the evening
was a success.
"I wish things could have gone more
smoothly," jle said, "but everyone did
their best."
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REVIEW

Latest Van Morrison shows typical mastery, love of music

l

am a little late with this
review (a collple of months
or so), but I recently
purchased "How Long Has
This Been Going On," the latest
release by the immortal Van
Morrison. Something inside me
is forcing me to review it something like the genetic
imperative that forces salmon
to swim upstream to spawn --:-- I
guess.
In his long and glorious
career, Morrison has trod down more stylistic paths than Calvin
Klein, and though some have fit
better than others, all have kept
two important components
intact in the music: sincerity
and passion. Both remain
finnly entrenched on his most
recent release as he enlists jazz
musician Georgie Fame and
friends for a foray into the
world of swing.
You could say the album
features
something
old,
something new, something
borrowed and something blue.
Morrison blends original
compositions, both old and
new, with works considered
jazz standards to make a release

well-suited for those early
spring mornings when a cold
rain is falling down and you're
gazing out the window at the
people on the street with a hot
cup of coffee in your hand.
The best songs on .the album
are the ones that really jump.
Morrison's, "I Will Be There"

Copyright 1995 Exile Productions ltd.
starts the album out and sets a
tone that really ~ooks (excuse
me if I lapse into jazzy clich6s).
Jazz legend Lester Young's
'The New Symphony Sid" is a
swinging song that sounds as if
it could be coming out a radio
just before the bombing of
Pearl Harbor, and Fame's "Sack

O' Woe" is the perfect vehicle
for Morrison's prodigious blues
vocals.
The title track, a
George and
Ira
Gershw.j.n
composition, is as
sincere a tribute to
the
composing
brothers as has yet
been released, and if
Morrison's
"Heathrow Shuffle"
and "All Saint's Day"
don't get your feet
tapping, you may very well be a
walking corpse.
Morrison resurrects a classic
of his own when he leads the
band through a reading of
"Moondance," tus early 1~70's
hit. The song, jazzy to begin
with, features a new, picked-up
tempo, and, while certainly not
an improvement over the
original, it's a pretty good
version.
Normally, I may try to list a
few weak spots on an album,
but Morrison seems to know
what he's doing after 30 or so
years in the business. If the
recording sessions p(oduced

any weak moments, they were
left on the cutting room floor,
because there aren't
any on the album.
Even, the ballads
like "Who Can I
Tum To" work well
and seem perfectly
suited for Morrison.
It is the kind of
music Billie Holiday
used to sing, and
Morrison prov~s he
can carry off the style
with the best of them.
One might wonder if
Morrison is suffering from a
bad case of writer's block and
just doing an album like this to
kill time, but then one would
spend much time endlessly
agonizing over petty details and
miss the point of a great album.
Besides,· Morrison released a
stellar ~!bum of original songs
last summer with "Days Like
This," so it seems this latest
offering is being driven by a
love of the music.
It shows.

RESTAURANT REVIEW

Bring a big appetite to China Restaurant, variety impressive

D

ivision Street could be easily downplayed. Due to the nature of the
referred to as the
. , "'-V . . building,
the
China
restaurant row of St.1z•,._·,.
~
Restaurant should want to
Cloud. Among all the J£ ~...
__: ,
overplay the Chinese theme
restaurant signs that fight for .
~t'· . · <
in order to make up for the
the attentio_n of pas~ers-by is a
. ,, . ; ·:. ·'
buil~ing's confl!cting desi~nyellow sign with black
:t-.. ._.
A shght effort 1s made with
lettering
simply
saying v
,.
•
Chinese decorated lamps and
"China Restaurant."
'
t rtJ porcelain figures on the
This was the next stop on
D mantle above the stucco
the tour of St. Cloud df"b 0 Ch d . . fireplace.
re~t~urants featuring Asian
G~ts~.+
The restaurant is ~uie~ ~nd
cmsme.
~ - - - ~ very open. The mam dmmg
room has windows on three
walls and mirrors on the remaining
Cleanliness:
wall. This is good use of natural
In most respects, China Restaurant lighting.
was a good place to ea\, but there were
a couple deficiencies.
First and
Food:*****
foremost, the floor was dirty. This may
As far as food taste and quality, the
not offend some diners, but, since this
review was done just before the evening China Restaurant is good, but not
dinner crowd came in, that would mean outstanding. The presentation and
the food could have been sitting there shear quantity of the food are strengths
since lunch. Floors are made for of the restaurant. When an appetizer
walking on, but that dCM.:sn't reinforce a tray comes · to the table with a little
favorable
first
impression
of flaming bowl, one ~an assume that
presentation is something important to
cleanliness.
The other deficiency was more China Restaurant. Another indicator of
cosmetic than anything else. One side good presentation skills not often used
of the dining room was a mirrored wall by other restaurants fs the offering of
covered with finger smears. The old two plates: a serving plate and a dining
restaurant policy adage comes to mind: plate. This is common with appetizers,
If you have time to lean, you have time but not often with the actual entree.
Despite its simple if not demeaning
to clean.
name, the Chicken with Orange Flavor

.Du
·
G.l\
~·

*****

Atmosphere:

***** .:: ;,!%'l::':.:~~-:::h:;:::::;:;

Nothing spectacular here. The China
Restaurant is in a building unsuited for
its Chinese theme. The building seems
more befitting a Mexican or
:~u::~st;~~~~ea r::1~~:::~t'~::n~=
there have been previous restaurants in
its place, but the Chinese theme is

with the meat and vegetables. The meal
consists of water chestnuts, pea pods,
celery, carrots and chicken in a mild
and slightly sweet sauce. The portion
was enough for two people. It was
served "Yith a generously heaped bowl
ofwhitelrice.

Price:

*****

Most meals at the China Restaurant
range from $6 to $8, but the seafood
and bigger dinners could run an
additional $2. Appetizers and soups run
$2 to $6. Two people could eat for $15,
but for safety measures, figure on a
price between $15 and $20. For the
size of the meals, it is worth the price.

Service:

*****

Servers at the China Restaurant were
young and inexperienced, which gave
them a more personable attitude rather
than the seasoned suggestive seller that
more-experienced servers become. This
was good. They showed a good
knowledge of the menu and gave
suggestions based on my own tastes.
There was an unspoken pride that

Variety:

*****

The menu is well-orgatiized into
meat or type categories with boundless
choices. In fact, it will take a good ten
minutes to peruse the menu completely
to not miss the many combinations.
. This appears to be the greatest
strength of the restaurant. No matter
what one says about China Restaurant,
they cannot say it was limiting.
There are vegetarian choices, as is
often the case at Asian restaurants.
Many of the menu items can also be
served either mild or hot.

Overall~*****
Go with a big appetite or expect
leftovers. The large portions and food
presentation are key to dining at the
China Restaurant. The restaurant can

~:~s::~io~ w~e w~:v=~~e :!c~s;::~ _ accommodate most people's Chinese
cuisine needs with its incredible
number of well-organized choices. For
theme dinners, this restaurant will leave
you lacking that theme.

option.

China Restaurant
3520 W. Division Street
St. Cloud
259-1838
Hours: Tues• Sat 11 a.m, ,.. JO p.m.

Sunday I I :30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Closed Mondays
sample prices: Beef with Tomatoes and Green PepperS: $6.75
Chicken with Walnuts: $6,75

Prawns Sau~ed in

Hot & Spicy Sauce: $8.95

Try list: Chicken With Orange: Flavor
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CROSSWORD

CHRONI ..LE

It is against the law in Arizona to ,;;-;,iciousl;-

defame a fruit or vegetable.

ACROSS
1 Located
6 Treaty
10 Belfry denizens
14 Over
15 Jai16 The Beehive
State
17 Church official
18 Powder
19 ltalia's capital
20 Understood
22 Dog shelter
24 Sell
25 Most recent
26 New Jersey city
3Q Currier and 32 Toward shelter
33 Hamlet. e g.
35 Rub out
40 Skunk
42 Ubrarysign
44 Throb
45 Director
Preminger
47 Rise high
48 Ten cents
50 -public
52 Nipped
56 Alliance ol
WorldWarll
58 Stop
59 Made sharp
noises
64 Tilt
65 Water: Sp
67 Tei:as shrine
68 Anhurian lady
69 lmllate
10 Send (money)
71 Lairs
72 Lob
73 Chairs
DOWN
1 Bo•er Ma• 2 Proficient
3 Fountain order
4 -Knievel
5 Obtain from a

-~·

'

-

~·
,, ,.,..... ~,

~

SpriDQ Is here!
really.

HolvWeek
Schedule
Reconciliation Service
Tuesday. April 2, 7 pm
Tenebrae
Wednesday, April 3, 8:30 pm
Holy Thursday
Thursday, April 4, 7 pm
Good Friday
, Friday, April 5, 12 noon
Easter Vigil
Saturday, April 6, 8 pm
Easter Sunday
9 am and 11:15 am (no 8 pm)
Satunlay: 5:30 p .m.
Sunday: 9a.m., ll:15a.m . 8p.m .
Mass&. Events 251-3261
Officc251-3260

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

6 Thin metal disk
7 Magic lamp man
8 Western stale:
abbr.
9 Titillate
· 10 Overcooll;ed
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I I Make up (!or)
12 Domesticates
13 Biblical verb
2 1 :.~ Prisoner ol
23 Artist's Sland
26 Cartoonist Al 27 ~!~all family

28 Pell•29 Poor g1ades
31 Sleeveless
garment
34 Minu1e particle
36 RetaJ;
37 Wild OJ;
38 Dueling
memento
39 Weird
41 Yields. as land
43 Ancient dlstrlci
of Asia Minor
46 Chinaware
49 Whole
51 Academy
awards
52 Packaged

ANSWERS
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53 Dunne of lilm
54 Practice

55 Careslor
57 Diagnostic
pictures

60 Swiss pain1er
61 Da!ai62 G iveoN
63 Periods
66 Sticky stuff
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r::,e die\\.
Stecli~qtinK.

qont be a

~ c\ic\\ qnve.

t:\icK.

Still Deciding?

~

IJfClCLf
Tips to

Quiet, Convenient Locations

Save
Water

CLASSIC 500, RIVER RIDGE
BRIDGEVIEW SOUTH, BRIDGEVIEW WEST

Tum off tap when
brushing teeth.

Apartments Still Available!
Summer-Fall Rental

Save almost two
gallons.

(APARTMENTS WITH COMPUTERS\

Fall Rates: $198 to $229
Summer Rates: $95 to $150

2. Take shorter shcmers.
Wet down, tum off

water; lather up and

For Career Information
Call

• Off Street Parking
• Controlled Entry
• Dishwasher
• Microwave
• Tuckunder Parking
• Ind. Locked Bdrms

612-654-5089

• Laundry
• Air Conditioning
• Mini Blinds
• Heat-Water Paid
• Free Basic Cable
• On-Srte Caretaker

CALL TODAY!!

253-1100
S'CaDtlDTECHNICAL

rinse off.

save five

gallons per minute.

3. Put less water in the
tub. Save five gallons

per inch.
4. Flush less often, and
not for trash disposal.
Save up to six gallons
per flush.

S. Fix leaks and save

hundreds of gallcihs
per day.

COLLEGE
ADA J\c;:<:Sliblc Facility Affifflllllive ActiOAIF,qOO Opportullity EJuator 14<1 Employer

H0'S n□ Houdini.
The great escape artist Harry Houdini vowed that his greatest feat would be to rise from the grave.
He didn't deliver. But someone else did. That man claimed to be the God who created the universe. And said he would die and
then bodily rise from the dead to prove he was God.
Jesus Christs' resurrection from t;he dead distinguishes him from all the other religious leaders.
For.,,.t he free article Beyond mtnd Faith, which talks about this remarkable person
•
and his relevance for your life, call 1-800-236-9238.

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ

*

foryourfr«artickc11I/

l-000-236-9238

~~~ ~CLASSIFIEDS
-~

0

c&D

iM41MN

**1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and eff. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 2594841.

1 - BDRM. APT$.
$250/MO. Two-bdrm.
apts. $270/mo. Available
for summer and fall.
$330/mo. summer rates.
$245-$220/person for
fall. Close to campus. Call
654-8300.
1-STOP SHOPPING. We
have what you need for
your summer and fall '96
apt. One, two, three and
four-bdrm. apts.
Individual or joint leases.
Various rents, locations
and amenities. Northern
Management, 654-8300.
#1 IN ST. CLOUD .
Many properties to choose
from! One-bdrm.•
$250/mo. Two-bdrm. •
$270/mo. Three-bdrm. •
$360/mo. Four-bdrm. •
$320/mo. Many amenities
included! Going fast. Call
now! Northern
Management, 252-9262.
4-BDRM. APT$ . Two
baths, large rooms.
Available for summer and
fall. $330/mo. summer
rates. $245-$220/person
for fall. Close to campus.
Cati 654-8300.
96-97 SCHOOL YEAR.
Houses, apt. houses, apt.
buildings. Near SCSU.
Dan, 255-9163.
$285/MO. Two-bdrm.
apts, summer. Univ'lrsity
and Southview apts.
Large, reasonable for fall.
Riverside Property, 2518284 . .
ACROSS FROM ED.
BLDG. Huge three-bdrm.
apt. Four people $185
each or three people $230
each. Studio apt, two
people, $190 each. Very
nice!! 251-4160 or 2551274.
APTSI Efficiencies, two,
three and four-bdrm.
Summer, $99 and up. Fall,
$189 and up. Many styles
and locations. Select
Properties, 25.3-1154.
One call rents it all!

University CHRONICLE
Tuesday, April 2, 1996

Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.
•
• Classifieds price: five words a tine, $1 a line. Six words comprises two lines, costing $2.
• Notices are free and will run only if space allows.
DeadilneS: Friday at noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edition.
• Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
• Call University Chronicle at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

AVAILABLE SUMMER
and fall. Ap,s. and houses.
Riverside, 251-8284 ' or
251-9418.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
One-bdrm. apts. Near
Coborn's, downtown. Dan ,
255-9163.
BENTONWOOD. SE St.
Cloud on busline. Twobdrm. apts. $360-$390,
twelve mo. lease. $420$450, nine-mo. lease.
Dan, 255-9163.
BRIDGEPORT. Three and
four-bdrm. units across
from Halenbeck Hall. 1
1/2 baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, parking,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
CAMPUS APTS. Fourbdrm. apts. between
campus and downtown.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
spacious. Available
summer and fall, 2516005.
CAMPUS EAST. Large
four-bdrm. units with two
full baths. Extra storage
closets, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
CAMPUS KNOLLS on the
park. Three and fourbdrm. spacious apts.
Summer/fall. Close to
scs, 251-1814.

CHARLAMAINE'S
A PTS. Summer openings!
Across frOm SCSUJ
Attractive, clean, quiet,
well cared-for building.
Practically priced with sun
decks, whirlpool, free
garage (summer only},
dishwasher and microwave
ovens. Call 240-0234 for
a tour.
COLLEGEVIEW. Fourbdrm. near SCS. Spacious,
heat paid, dishwasher,
microwave, airconditioning. $199 fall,
$99 summer. Riverside
Property. Call 251-8284
or 251-9418.
EFFICIENCY AND one,
two, th_ree and four-bdrm.
apts. Close to downtown.
Also houses, many extras.
Riverside Property. Call
251-8284 or 251-9418.
FALL HOUSING
AVAILABLE . Two-bdrm.
apts. starting at $415/mo.
Great location. Parking,
basic utilities. 1st and 2nd
floor available. 654-8300.
FEMALES: · HOME with
private rooms. Avail. now!
Close to campus. All
utilities paid. $195 and up.
Call SM&M, 253-1100.
FEM·ALE TO SHARE two
and three-bdrm. apts.
Summer and fall, private
rooms, utilities paid,
laundry, parking, quiet and
clean. 253-0451.

FOR RENT : Large house
CAMPUS
for summer. $100 each
MANAGEMENT. One,
person. Call SM&M, 253two, three and four-bdrm. - 1100.
Summer/fall '96. Finest
facilities, reasonable
FOUR-BDRM. APTS.
rates. · Reserve now! 251- available June 1 and Sept.
1814.
.1. 511 14th St. S 2537415. Reasonable rates.
CAMPUS MANAGEMENT
on Fifth! Laundry, tanning
FOUR-BDRM. APTS .
beds, ample parking, wellSummer $99, fall $189
managed. Call now! 251and up. All styles and
1814.
locations. Select
Properties, 253-1154.
CAMPUS PLACE APTS.
Efficiencies , two, three
HOUSES. Six locations
and four-bdrm. apts. Six
left. Three-bdrm. to ninedifferent locations". Free
bdrm. Also, one-bdrm. to
extra storage closets,
four-bdrm. Dan, 255dishwashers, microwaves,
9163.
A/C, garages, fecurity.
Heat paid. The l~lushest pad HOUSES AND APTS.
in student housing, 253Summer and fall. Many
locat'ions. Dan, 255-9163.
9002.

HUGE EFFICIENCY APT.
for two people. $380, nine
mo. $335, 1·2 mo. Twobdrm . apts, two peopl0,
$290/person, nine mo.
$245/person, 12 mo.
Three-bdrm. apt, three
people, $230/person, nine
mo. $205/p·erson, 12 mo.
Fourth and Fifth Avenue.
One block from campus.
Phone 251-4160.
LARGE SINGLE room
with private bathroom and
A/C for the older student.
Utilities included. 70SSixth Ave. S. 252-9226.
LARGE THREE•BDRM.
A PT . on Fifth Ave.
starting June, 259-9434.
LOOKING FOR THREE
MALE n/s, n/d
roommates to share four.bdrm. apt. for summer and
fall on Ninth Ave. $99/mo.
summer. $199/mo. during
school year. Call Pat at
240-1168.
M & M SUITES. Oneroom efficiency for
summer and fall. Includes
air conditioning, cable,
utilities, 259-9434.
M & ·M APTS. Fourbdrm. apts. for summer
and fall, 259-9434.

METROVIEW APTS.
Three-bdrms . close to
SCS, decks, microwaves,
heat paid, air conditioning.
Riverside , 251-9418 or
251-8284.
NEED AN APT . FOR
SUMMER? We have it!!
Discounted summer rates
for one and two-bdrm.
apts. $250-$290/mo.
On-site laundry , parking,
BBQ area, volleyb·a11 court,
busline . Cati today, 2559262.
NORTH CAMPUS . One,
three and four-bdrm. units
with decks close to
campus. 1 1/4 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
garages, security. Heat
paid . Results Property
Managemen.t, 253-091 O.
NOW RENTING. Summer
and ·fall '96. One, three,
four-bdrm. and efficiency
rooms. Excellent
locations, 251-1814.

OLYMPIC II. Three and
four-bdrm. units close to
hockey center. Two full
baths , dishwashers,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
ONE-BDRM. APTS. ju "st
two blocks off campus.
$350. Also four-bdrm.
house, $250/room. Phone
Richard at 986-6705.

ONE-BDRM. APT.
available April 1. Near
Coborn's and downtown.
Rent neg. Dan , 255-9163.
ONE-BDRM . $320 June
1. Heat, cable, parking
included. Nice, quiet, 259-

8689.
ONE, TWO, THREE and
four-bdrm. apts. Close to
SCS, heat paid. Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
PARK SOUTH APTS.
Large four-bdrm. units.
Summer, $100/mo. leases
available. A/C, OW, MW,
reserved parking , security
building, clean. Call for
showing. Tom , 253-1898
or Paul, 267-5752.
PRIVATE ROOMS in
four-bdrm. apts. close to
campus for' summer and
fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher, microwave,
A/C, mini-blinds, laundry.
Yearly rates available.
Campus Quarters, 575Seventh St. S. 252-9226.
RAVINE . Four-bdrm. apt.
253-7116.

RENTING SUMMER AND
FALL . Four-bdrm. apts.
Heat included, A/C,
microwaves , laundry , fac ,
garages, parking. 2531320.
ROOMMATES WANTED :
Two women, n/s, n/d to
share apt. on Ninth Ave. S.
for summer and tall. Call
Lisa at 255-3506 or Kim
at 255-3351.
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STATEVIEW . Large
f our-bdrm . units near
campus. 1 1/2 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security, heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-091 O.
STATESIDE APTS.
Four-bdrm. apts; 1 1/2
baths, heat paid ,
dishwashers, microwave,
A/C. Renting summer and
fall. E.P.M. 251-6005.
SUBLET SPECIALS .
Three and four-bdrm. units
close to SCS.
Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-0910.
SUMMER/FALL. Extra
large one-bdrm. apt. on
Seventh Ave. S. Heat &
garage included. Extra
garage available, $40.
253-1610.
SUMMER ANO FALL
'96-' 97 school year.
Two, four and five-bdrm.
apts. $230-$269. Call
259-9283 or 252-6697.
SUMMER HOUSES and
apts. Great locations.
Dan, 255-9163.
"THE CASTLE." One to
three-bdrm. apts.
Available summer/fall .
Dan, 255-9163.
TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SCS. Two , three
or four persons. A/C.
Riverside Property, 2518284 or 251-9418.
TWO-BDRM. DUPLEX .
Large bdrms. Available
June 1. Rick, 251-8941.

TWO-BDRM. APT. by
Halenbeck. New carpet.
Summer only. 251-8941.
UNIVERSITY NORTH .
Two, three and four-bdrm.
Heat paid , decks,
dishwashers. River.side
Property, 251"-8284 or
251-9418.
UNIVERSITY PLACE.
Three and four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
garages, carports, campus
close. E.P.M. 251-6005.
UNIVERSITY WEST ·on
Seventh. Four-bdrm. apts,
heat paid, garages,
laundry, dishwashers,
newer building. E.P.M.
251-6005,.

UNIVERSITY WEST II.
Large four-bdrm. units
with spacioi.Js closets,
parking, garages , security.
Heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-0910.
WANTED: SUBLEASER
winter and spring quarters

'97. For more info. call
255-3859.

week. (800) 862-1982
ext. 33.

WEST CAMPUS. Fourbdrm. apts. Heat and cable
paid, dishwashers,
microwaves, A/C, close to
Halenbeck Hall, 251-6005.

RESUMES/COVER
LETTERS. Professional.
240-2355.

WINDSOR WEST. Fourbdrm. units with bi-levels,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, ~53-0910.

ADOPTION. Pediatrician
and stay home mom
(teacher) seeks infant to
share Rappy, secure home.
Call collect. Phil or Laura.
(612) 421°-7027.
ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!!! Grants &
scholarships available I
Billions of $$$ in private
funding. Qualify
immediately. (800) AID2-HELP, (800) 243-2435.
ERICKA FROM
APPLETON, WI. We met
briefly Feb. 23 at a
meeting. Call John collect
at (414) 722-4866.
FREE T-SHIRT
+$1 , 000. CreditCard
fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities and
groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1,000 by earning a
whopping $5/VISA
application. Call (800)
932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive
free T-shirt.

GRANTS AND
SCHOLARSHIPS are
available. Billions of
dollars in grants. Qualify
immediately. (800) 2432435 (800-AID-2-HELP).
INSTANT CA$H . You
keep driving. No credit
check. Capstone Auto
Pawn, 252-1490.
NEW STUDENTS:
Minnesota law requires you
to tur11 in immunization
info. during your first
quarter. Forms available
at Health Services, Hill
Hall. For more info, 2554855.

SAVE$$$ on books,
jewelry, crystals, stones,
CD's and more . 15% oft
storewide Mon thru Wed,
April 8-1 Oat Inner Peace
Books. Six blocks west of
Crossroads in white house
just past Burger Time.
(320) 253-1817.

SOFTBALL AND
VOLLEYBALL leagues
forming now! Volleyball
free. Call for more info.
Upper Deck Sports
Complex, 252-8470.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP,
formerly Chuck's
Barbershop. Two barbers,
all cuts. Walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special
on Weds. for ROTC and
Guard Headquarters and all
other students, $5. All
other weekdays, $6.
TYPING THESES (APA
style available). Spell
check, laser printing.
240-2355.
VISIT THE HEALTH
SERVICES table at the
health fair. Pick a fruit
from the magic tree and
win a prize! 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. April .3 in the Atwood
Ballroom.
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous,
will work with you to
determine a shooting
schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans.
Specializing in candids
before, during and after
the ceremony. You retain
the negatives! Two
photogri;lphers to make
sure that every angle gets
covered. Very reasonable
packages. For more
information· call Paul at
654-8501.
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$ CRUISE SHIP HIRING!
Students needed! $$$+free
travel (Caribbean, Europe,
Hawaii!)
Seasonal/permanent , no
experience necessary.
Gde. (919) 929-4398 ext.
C1158.

PREGNANT? Free
pregnancy testing at the
St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Call (612) 2531962 24 hr~Jday. 400
East St. Germain St, Suite
205, St. Cloud.

'$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our
circulars. For info. call
(301) 306-1207.

RAISE $$$ The Citibank
Fundraiser is here to help
your Fast, easy, no risk
or financial obligation.
Greeks, clubs, motivated
individuals. Call now!
Raise $500 in only one

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT - Students
neededl Fishing industry.
Earn up to $3,000 $6,000/mo. Room and
board! Transportation!
Male or female. No

experience necessary. Call
(206) 971-3510 ext.
A56812.
AMBITIOUS, SELFMOTIVATED, honest and
respectful. Painting
int/ext, lawn care, misc.
duties. Employment
available April-September.
PoSsible long-term work in
SCSU area. Dan, 2559163.
ARE YOU FRIENDLY, but
outgoing and like to have
tun at work? We can offer
you a flexible schedule,
competitive wages and an
enthusiastic job
atmosphere. Apply
between 9 a.m. and 5:30
p.m. daily at Premiere
Bingo.
BABYSITTER NEEDED
mornings. Call 259-5688.
CRUISE SHIP NOW
HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000+/mo. working on
cruise ships or land-tour
companies. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time
employment available. No
experience necessary. For
more information call
(206) 971-3550 ext.
C56813.
DO YOU HAVE THE
WILL? I have the way.
Serious earning potential
for dedicated and
enthusiastic individuals
with a will to succeed.
Motivated individuals can
go as far as their drive
will take them! Flexible
hours. For an interview
please contact Kris~in at
252-2280.
EARN $500 or more
weekly stuffing envelopes
at home. Send long SASE
to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. R40, P.O.
Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727.
EARN $30,000 working
part-time. Easy,
guaranteed. LSASE:
Brandy , P.O. Box 48362R, Mpls, MN 55448.
EASTERN EUROPE JOBS
- Teach basic
conversational English in
Prague, Budapest or
Krakow. No teaching
certificate or European
languages required.
Inexpensive room & board
~ other benefits. For info.
call (206) 971-3680 ext.
K56811.
NANNIES! Call the Elite
Nanny Service! Positions
nationwide! Top salaries.
(No summer placement).
Year commitment only.
Nannies Plus. Sandy, (800) 726-3965.
NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING - Positions are
now available at national

parks, forests & wildlife
preserves. Excellent
benefits + bonuses! Call
(206) 971-3620 ext.
N56812.
NOW HIRING part-time
school bus drivers.
Positions are available for
this spring and for the fall
'96. No experience
necessary. Complete
"paid" training provided.
Hrs: 6:40 a.m. to 8:20
a.m. and 2 p.m. to 4:20
p.m. Wages: $8/hr. Call
Spanier Bus, 251-3313 for
more info.
RIVERBOAT CREW
MEMBERS. Boat,
catering, kitchen, office
and photo crew for
passenger vessels in St.
Paul and Mpls. FT seasonal
positions. Start $6.50/hr.
Padelford Packet Boat ·co.,
Inc., Harriet Island, St.
Paul, ~N 55107. (612)
227-1100, (800) 543.3908.
TEACHER/ADMINISTRA
TOR. Bi-weekly educator
vacancy list.
Comprehensive,
professional, one of the
"best~ MEPS (MN
Educators Placement
Service), P.O. Box 526,
StillWater, MN 55082.
(612) 430-2005.
SUMMER POSITIONS.
Hiring now for weekends
and full-time for summer.
Following positions
available: Food and
beverage waitpersons,
bartenders, maintenance,
deckhands and outside grill
cooks. Apply in person at
Pirates Cove after 4 p.m.
252-8400 .
SUMMER YOUTH CAMP
STAFF for resident camp
fifteen miles north of
Brainerd on Pelican Lake.
Job openings: Cabin
counselor, craft, sports,
nature, waterfront
specialists. Very
competitive salary plus
room and board. EOE
TENNIS JOBS: At
privately owned children's
summer camps in NY, PA
and Maine. Need good
teaching skillS &
competitive background.
Must love kids! Be
available June 18 thru Aug.
18. (800) 443-6428.
TROPICAL RESORTS
HIRING - ~ntry-level &
career positions available
worldwide (Hawaii,
Mexico, Caribbean , etc.)
Waitstaff, housekeepers,
scuba dive leaders , fitness
counselors and more. Call
Resort Employment
Services, (206) 971-3600
ext. A56811 .
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UNIQUE BUSINESS
PLAN provides
tremendous opportunity' to
acquire matchless artistry
along with exceptional
compensation p·otentials .
Call 65 4-1179. Please
leave message.
UNIQUE SUMMER JOBS
in beautiful MN ... Spend 413 weeks in the "Land of
10,000 Lakes ." Earn
salary plus room/board.
Counselors , nurses, travel
guides, lifeguards and
othe r positions available at
MN c8.mps for children and
adults with disabilities.
Contact: MN Camps ,
10509 108th St. NW,
Annandale, MN 55302.
(800) 450-8376 ext. 10.

children's summer camps.
NY , PA and Maine. Need
skills in swimming ,
waterskiing , sailing ,windsurfir-ig and canoeing.
WSI , lifeguards helpful. Be
available Jun e 18 thru Aug.
18. Call Arlene, (800)
443-6428.
WOMEN NEEDED for
poss. magazine publication.
C/O Brand: P.O. Box
48362, Mpls, MN 55448.

••
APPLE COLOR
STYLEWRITER PRQ.
Six months old . $300 or
b/o. 240-9763. Ask for
Brian.

13:E
WANTED : RENTAL
YARD PERSON .
Mechanical abilities and
computer experience
helpful. Deliveries and
customer service, some
lifting involved. Part-time
during school year, fulltime in summer. Wages
bases on experience.
Monticello General Rental
Center. Contact Ron at
251-6320.
WATERFRONT JOBS:
At privately owned

CAMERA . FOR SALE.
Pentax A-300, flash lense,
bag , etc. $250 or b/o.
253-9488. Mint cohdition.
HALF-STACK
AMPLIFIER. 150w Crate
head, Ampeg Cabinet. Like
new. $595. Bob, 252-

does crime. As church
attendance goes up, so does
crime. To pray is to doubt ·
god. Ever since the
religious right has •
organized, integrity and
morality have declined.
Can an •infinite tor.turer be
trusted? Is a g0d who has
permitted horr.endous
events to happen to people,
trustworthy? After
hundreds of thousands of
years of people being
religious, they are as
unethical as ever. Religion
is a moral failure. "Mein
Kamph" by Hitler reads
like a Christian nazi
coalition .catechism.
Skeptically question
everything with
unassailable honesty.
Atheism is tru"e.

~
INTERESTED IN
photography? Come join
the SCS photo club. Meets
at 1 p.m. Wednesdays in
the Mississippi Room,
Atwood.

3283.

I,. ; JY;4i•l~K•4i
JESUS. AND SATAN are
pretend. As church
attendance s::ioes down, so

BLOOD DONORS urgently
needed! Red Cross
Bloodmobile is at 1204 S
Seventh St. It's there
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m .
every Friday. Phone 2517641. Walk-ins welcom e ]

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Students Society (PRSSA)
challenges you to get
involved! Join us for an
info/ social meeting at 5
p.m. April 9 in Atwood
Quarry. All majors
welcome.
FACULTY RECOGNITION
awards are upo~ us!!!
Application forms are
available in the Student
Govt. office. Submit your
nomination by April 5.
COSTA RICA information
meeting 4:30 p.m. - 5:30
p.m . April 4 in the St.
Croix Room.
SCHOLARSHIPS ! Apply
now for Douglas Jirik
Memorial Scholarship.
Applications found in
Business bldg, main office.
Deadline is April 19.
UTVS TELEVISION is
looking for dedicated
members. All majors
welcome. Visit us in
Stewart Hall 22 or call
255-4111 for more
information.
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and 5 p.m. in Stewart Hall,
Room 308.
IT'S TOUGH TO
experience college by
staring out a dorm room
window. Fraternities offer
a new perspective. No
animal house. No hazing.

253-9755.
START PLANNING NOW
to attend the SCSU Health
Fair from 9 a.m i to 4 p.m.
April 3 in the Atwood
Ballro 0m . Aerobics,
speakers, prizes and morel
NEW ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS meetings at
1 :30 p.m. Tuesdays in
Newman Center, classroom

C.
EXPERIENCE DIFFERENT
CUL TURES! Come join
International Students
Association (ISA).
Meetings are at 5 p.m. to 6
p.m . every Thursday in
Lady's Slipper Room ,
Atwood.

AMERICAN MARKETING
Association. "Building
experience for tomorrow. "
All majors welcome. Join
us on Wednesdays at noon

Make your move!
University Chronicle is accepting apn ·
Editor

Business

1ck up an app
business mana
12. Call 255-2449 far more

for the following positions:
Classifieds
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First Term:
June 10 - July 12, 1996

Second Term:
July 15 - August 16, 1996

or more i!l.fonna~on, fQntact:
\.'"

,
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Summer Session' Du-ector
Ofµce of Graduate Siu.dies
si.) :loud State University.
720Fourth
Avenue South
. '
·1
Sf}<:loud, MN 56301-4498
(6Jil,255-2113
TDD; 1-800-627-3529 or
(612) ·297-5353 Twin Cities
. "
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